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INTRODUCTION . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
In the years betw'een 1814-1842 new tensions 
had come into relations between the United 
states and Great Britain. There were hot-
heads on both s ides who ivould have liked to 
have a war over the comparatively minor is-
sues involvedj a brief listing of these 
issues. 
THE NORTHEAST BOUNDARY ISSUE • • . . . . . . . 
This was the chief cause of difficulty be-
tween the two nations. The treaty of 1783 
had sought to determine the boundaries be-
t'"een the rre'tlly independent States and the 
British holdings in Canada. Because of a 
faulty map used by the negotiators, anj be-
cause no map was officially added to the 
treaty, the r-~a ine -New Brunswick border was 
disputed, as well as a small section of the 
New Hampshire boundary. The boundary of New 
York and that of Vermont 'VIas involved in 
dispute because of a faulty survey. There 
were very many efforts to settle the dispute, 
and these must be understood to appreCiate 
the accomplishments of the treaty; a survey 
of attempts to settle the issue. 
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III. THE SETTLEMENT OF THE NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY • • 27 
Political changes in both nations made Hebs-
ter Secretary of State in the United States, 
and in Britain, Lord Aberdeen became the 
Foreign Secretary. Both wanted to settle 
outstanding differences. Lord Ashburton was 
sent to the United States. His personal 
qualifications were very important in reach-
ing a settlement. Webster had difficulties 
in getting tvlaine and H8.ssachusetts to con-
sent. He used 'the red line map' to get this 
Webster'S statement of a compromise line 
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that was acceptable to Ashburton, wh~ch the 
States' commissioners accepted. The United 
States Treasury gave the tvTO states finan-
cial reimbursement. The arrangement in-
cluded the settlement of the other North-
eastern boundary questions. 
THE NORTHHESTERN BOUNDARY • . ,. . . . 
The boundary to the Rocky mountains was set-
tled by a compromise line that left the 
United ste,tes in Dossession of the iron ore 
rich Mesabi Range" in Minnesota. This agree-
ment was connected with the mutual granting 
of rights to use certain Great Lakes Channels. 
~EARCH AT SEA . . . . . . . 
n. Article vii provided for the extradition 
of crimine,ls bet'lleen the United States e,nd 
Canada if their crimes were such as all na-
tions recognized as such. The United States 
did not want to return deserters, and Britain 
'\vould not return runaway slaves. The treaty 
was so worded as to exclude these offenses. 
b. The Americans strongly resented the still 
unrenounced British policy of impressment of 
seamen. Webster's concern was shown in a 
letter to which Ashburton gave a courteous 
but noncommittal answer. 
c. A history of the slave trade and of the 
efforts of European nations and the United 
States to stop it. Because of United States 
sensitivity on the so-called 'right to 
search' or 'right to visit,' there was strong 
feeling against permitting the British to 
stop a suspected slave ship to see whether or 
not it was legitimately flying the United 
states flag. Webster and Ashburton came to 
a compromise that provided for a joint patrol-
ing of the African coasts. 
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VI. THE 'CAROLINE' AND 'CREOLE' INCIDENTS. . . . . • 
EL. There was an attempted revolution in Ce.nada 
in the late thirties; it i-laS helped by many 
sympathetic Americans. In one of the border 
incidents that were involved in the revolution, 
the Steamboat 'Caroline' was destroyed by the 
British in American waters which act evoked 
great Amer icen protes t. Alexe:nder McLeod was 
arrested and tried for a murder committed at 
that time. The British objected that he was 
acting under military orders. He was acquitted. 
There was no British apology for the incident. 
Ashburton wrote a conciliatory letter on the 
subject while the treaty negotiations were in 
progress. 
b. The' Creole' l'laS an American ship brought 
into the B!?h2.m2.s by mutinous slaves ','Iho he,d 
1cilled one passenger. The British punished 
the murderers, but freed the rest under their 
laws. The Americans protested that these laws 
did not apply to a ship brought in under such 
conditions. An exchange of letters between 
vlebster and Ashburton did much to restore calm. 
VII. CONCLUSION. . . . . . . . . . . . 
The treaty 'was signed and ratified. How it 
was received in the United States and in 
England. It was a notable contribution to 
United states-British relations. The general 
principles involved went far beyond its arti-
cles in their literal sense. The two nations 
had "'iorked out their problems by friendly 
negotiation instead of by angry words or even 
'dar. 
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• CRL\PTER I 
·INTRODUCTION 
The Un·.Lted States and Great Britain have had several turning 
. 
points in their relations. Tensions and causes of friction have 
built up over a period of years until a crisis was reached. Only 
once did such a crisis lead to war; that was in 1812. The War of 
~8l2 solved very little, while the problems that continued to 
IcomPlicate United Stetes~British relations increased during the 
years of America's growth as a nation. It was not until 1842 that 
most of the outstanding differences were settled by the Treaty of 
1dashington, which has come to be known as the Webster-Ashburton 
Treaty, so named for its negotiators, Daniel Webster and Lord 
Ashburton. 
The problems wh:i.ch had accumulated were rather serious, and 
the positlons of both sides '-lere very often maintained with more 
emotion than reason. The most important point of difference in 
the opinion of both sides was the location of the Northeastern 
boundary separating the United States from the British terr'L-
tories of Quebec and New Bruns,vick. Events of more th(~n a centu:,y 
h~ve shown that this issue wes not as important as it was then 
thouGht; yet to understand the sizable contributton th:~t the 
1 
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Treaty of Hashington has made to international relations, the 
treaty must be understood chiefly as a settlement of that emotion-
• 
charged boundary dispute. 
Perhaps the most important part of the agreement, if its in-
fluence on later events is considered, was the solution of a dif-
ferent boundary problem. This was the determination of several 
portions of the boundary in the Great Lakes region. The vast iron 
ore deposits of Minnesota are found in one of the sections of land 
IObtained by the United States by this part of the VTebster-
The extradition of criminals was agreed upon I ,,'t"o"ri-'--'l~ '''re...,t"~ L...;._ •• ,-, "v..l C J. 
: c"'t"lt:>en -cl~i:> Un; tpi states c),nn CaD<'-;.da. The trea.tv.., provided a solu-~ ..... ,...... _'-' ... ..1.- _ _ 
tion to a difficult aspect of the prevention of the slave trade 
from Africa. The British had sought the right of visiting ships 
flying the American flag when such ships were suspected of being 
slave ships illegally using the flag to escape capture, but the 
treaty provid0d for joint action, thus doing away with American 
fears th[',t there 'ilould be any e,pproval of impressment. 
The negotiations provided a convenient settlement for the 
tdifficulties that arose from the burning by the British of the 
l ~hiP 'Cnroline' in the Niagara River. And Ashburton, while in WashinGton, helped soothe American tempers that had been aroused 
'bY the conduct of British officials toward a mutinous slave ship 
·that Dut into the Bahamas. The negotiations over the two ship 
Lncjr]enL:..; "~,r;",:,c nn important pn.rt of the settlement, but '\-lere not 
, 
::l:r}c :1 }J'Lrt or thc l.,rcnty. 
.. ~,~ ___ " __ "'''''''''''' ___ '____ ~ _______ ·'''' _____ i. ___ ...... _ .............. _' .. to ... · ... ' * __ ,..,' ._ 
, .. w. '0".,.i'#tt"'C"k't. 
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To understand the full significance of the treaty it is 
necessary to see how complicated the Northeast boundary question 
• 
had become by 1842. 
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CHAPTER II • 
THE NORTHEASrr_ BOUNDARY ISSUE 
The Northeastern boundary dispute had its origin in the 
. treaty terminating the Revolutionary War. The United States had 
sent some of its most brilliant leaders to Paris in 1782 to 
conclude a. treaty of "peace with Great Britain. But even Benjnmin 
?2:'c.;,ni..:lin; John Adams, Henry L3,urens, and John Jay made one im,8r-
. taut error in the treaty they neg8tiated with Oswald, the British 
J:'epresente.tive--they failed to determine accurately the North-
eastern boundary of ~'laine, which was then a part of l-1assachu-
setts. Os'\vald had been favorable to the American cause and he 
"las not much concerned about the boundary, but beca.use a line he 
proposed was rejected by his own government in London, Strachey 
was sent with him to Paris to drive a better bargain. l The latter 
neGotiations resulted in the following section becoming a part 
of the treaty as accepted in 1783: 
IJohn Bassett Moore, History and Digest of the Inter-
n<?tionn,l .!\rb"Ltrc~tion to ~tlhich the United St,;:tes has been a 
~:'2,rty ;-foieulii"'r' -;:Tfth' .irppend·fces C-onta:i.nfne -u:ieTrestre-s- --
Relp,tins. to :rUCh-P,-roltl'atlons, a~fcar-ana 1£[;n1 Notes, 
6 vols. (~snington, 1398), I, ~119. 
--------------------------------__________________________________ -J 
·_------....... - ...... -.......... -----.""' ...... '--...----..... '---...• __ ' .... _ ... _'_'iIIIIIM_* _____ ... __ W .... tt .. ft>tt .... · ..... _-_.) "-"-'" 
From the 'northwest angle of Nova Scotia, namely, 
that engle which is formed by a 11.ne drawn due north 
from the source of St. Croix River to the Highlands, 
which divide those rivers that empty themselves into 
the River St. Lawrence from those which fall into the 
Atlant;ic Ocean, to the nor_thwesternmost head of Connec-
ticut River; thence, along the middle of that river, to 
the forty-fifth degree of north latitude; from thence, 
by a line due west on said latitude, until it strikes 
the River Iroquois of Cataraquy ...•. 
East by a line to be dral-ln along the middle of the 
River st. Croix, from its mouth in the Bay of Fund¥, 
to its source, and from ~ts source directly north to 
the aforesaid Highlands. 
5 
This description became the source of continuous disagree-
I ment 'from this time until the final settlement under the ~{ebster­
~ 
IAshburton Treaty. 
I 1\;0 map "ias made a part of the treaty of 1783, and the :TIep 
which was cert~inly used by the delegates in the preparation of 
the treaty was inaccur8.te in its topography of the country. In 
August 1797, John Adams, then President of the United States, 
testified under oath to commissioners appointed under a pro-
vision of Jay's Treaty to determine the true st. Croix River, 
that only I'llitchell's map was used at the negotiations, and that 
lines "'ere dra-I'm upon it ind-tcating the boundaries of the Un Lted 
States. Ado.m.s said that '~hen an American attempted to cl.o.'tm the 
st. Johns River as the boundary on the east and north, his col-
leagues reminded him that the original charter of Massachusetts 
2Daniel Webster citing the treaty in his 
0 _" !'ho cj1re:1 "Y of' 1,r{1·~h·i> ... ()'1-on II in mlle· 1'['Y"lt'inrts . J. v l ... ~.1 ... _ '-....rl V _, -'" v ...... ...... 0 v ~ . l .- ~ - .- U 
speech "1\ Defen:.>o 
~nd ~)pecchcs of 
-,\" I' ' ","I 'T -, '0 0 i" n Y1 (B' (' .. ton 10 ():.> ) IX---rrl-- -,_.- - .-I :::::'::-'::"::"""'::::' i:.,,:'_ ,"::"'~ ;" --' oJ , ./ ,,), ,u. 
I . 
, 
6 
Bay put the limit at the st. Croix River as shown on Mitchell's 
map. But f1itchell's map was seriously in error in ~egard to the 
disputed territory. When asked if any understanding was reached 
about '-that ,"ould be done if the -map was in error, Adams replied 
that there was no suggestion of error or mistake, and that con-
3equently no agreement was made respecting' it. 3 Errors on 
Illitchell's map affected the three important pOints of the boun-
dary4 and although the map was not an official part of the treaty, 
the sections that pertained to the country involved were not 
capable of execution because of these mistakes. 5 
Article V of ~he Jay Treaty of 1794 provlded for the appoint-
ment of a corn.mission to decide which of the various streams in 
the area was the St. Croix River referred to in the treaty of 
1783. 6 Not only was this river to be the boundary from its mouth 
to its source, but the source was to be the starting point of a 
boundary line that was to run north to the highlands th~t divide 
3Moore, International Arbi~!_a~i~E~_, I, 18-19. 
4For interestine background on the map, see Hunter r.Uller, 
Treaties and Other International Acts of the United States of 
America, 4vols., 1934. III, 329-=349.- - -~- ....--
50ne of the first occa3ions upon which difficulty over the 
b'Junde.ry is mentioned was in the proceedings connected with a 
resolution of the Continental Congress on January 29, 1734 that 
Hov!:' . .scotia officl.s.ls be requested not to allow British subjec~~s 
to encroach on United states Terl'itory. Dip1oll1/?t 1c Correspondence 
of the United state s, se lected and arrangea:-oY--ITf1.Tiam 1r:-liEnn-~.ng, 
~n~~:fr.an-lrelp.t tons I784 -1860, 3 vols. (\{o.shinc;ton, 191+0), I, 3. 
/'" -- .. --.- -.- - ---
0Ib:LcL I, 443. 
,_, •• ~_~·" .... .oo.--,c, __ ... _ .. _~ __ ., ___ -..-, __ •• ____ ._. __ ,, ___ ~_._I "'''''' ..... --..'_. _ ..... ___ '_, _, ..... __ ,... ''iti_._"~~".",,,., ." ,_> • 
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the 'Haters that fall into the Atlantic Ocean from those which fall 
into the River St. Lawrence. • 
Ivlitchell's rna.p shovled tvlO streams that emptied into a bay: 
one of them called the St. CroIx and the other one called the 
IIpassamaca.die. II While it is true that there are two streams empty 
. 
ing into what is now called Passamaquoddy Bay, they '''ere not shown 
on I1.itchell's map in their actual positions, nor was either of 
them kncH·m as the St. Croix. This was an old name that French 
·:;xplorers had be stowed and it hl3.d been passed down by map makers. 7 
In the years just after the treaty, the United States con-
tended that the stream farther east, known as the Magaguadavic 
~as the stream called St. Croix in the treaty; the British claimed 
i 
Ithat the 3choodiac, a stream having its mouth nine miles west of 
the formel~ s tre.'1,m 'vas the (1C s isnnted stream. The r'1.<1Sn.,su~.dr\.V ic 
, 755 J., , but tt has two brc=mches each of whlch has its source in a 
lake. The Schoodiac had a western branch which Britain claimed 
'das its source. Lines drawn due north of these two alleged source 
included a disputed area of seven to eight thousand square mtles. S 
The authorities of Nova Scotia had made grants of land to 
ise ttlers on the eastern bank of the River Schood iac. I'~[1.ss8.ch'.lset ts 
r 
i 1--~ill00re,- IY1~tel'nG.tLonal_n.rbitratLons, I, 2-3. I SIbid., 4. 
I 
i , 
t ::. wnosttt =1 _ crt t •• , 7 s • tthc ·'Wt $' +".' ,..* 
8 
a.ppointed a commission to investigate the claims, and obtained 
statements from John Adams and John Jay and also J~hn Hitchell, 
who said that the treaty of 1783 had intended the Magaguadavic 
R • 9 . ~ l ver. .---
John Jay, ",ho was the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
under the Articles of C.onfederation, wanted to settle the issue 
in April, 1785, 10 but nothing effective was done until he nego-
tiated the treaty of November 19, 1794. The fifth article of 
thnt treaty provided for the establishment of a corrunission made 
:J-;J of one reprcscntnttve for each side and one to be appointed by 
the two of them to settle the border along one of the rivers. ll 
This comr:1ission, which met on October 4, 1796, heard the 
arguments ·of the two agents representing the conflicting claims 
and investigated personally the two rivers in Question. 12 A sur-
vey lasted until the following August. At that time the com-
misSion heard the testimony of President Adams cited above, and 
of John Jay. The commissioners finally decided, on October 22, 
1798 that the intention of the framers of the treaty of 1783 
could not be decisively known; secondly, that the historical 
9Resolution of the Massachusetts Legislature end the deposi-
tion of John Mitchell is given in Diplomatic Correspondence, 
.L, 5-7. 
10Ibid., 5 -13. 
11 
'l'ext of a.rt icle Ibid., 41+3. 
.----
un,*" te g t , itt,.... Ur ~ 
9 
5t. Croix '\'as the western river now known as the Schoodiac, a 
decision based upon French documents. The commissioners also 
• 
agreed upon vlhich of the branches of the river the boundary 
should follow, and vlha twas i ts- source .13 The commiss ion erec-
ted 8. monument to mark the source and to serve as the start ing 
point of the line that was to be dravln to'the north. 14 
But this Was only a partial settlement of the northeastern 
bounde.ry. f.-lore than forty years would elapse before the final 
settlement. There "\-,as no agreement on what was meant by the 
North',iest angle of Nova Scotia or 'Ylhat was meant by the high-
lands. The dispute incruded territories extending to where the 
forty-fifth degree of latitude meets the St. Lawrence River. 
If the meaning of "highlands" as used in the treaty could 
be determined, the key to the solution of the problem would be 
found. These highlands 'Vlere to divide the waters that empty into 
the st. Lawrence from those that empty into the Atlantic Ocean. 
They had to be north of the monument that now marked the source 
of the St. Croix. Although Mitchell's map showed no such high-
lands , it 'vas assumed that there was such a ridge. But now it 
13The text of their formal statement is given together with 
a map in 1100re, Internatlonal Arbitrations, I, 30-31 . 
. , 14i'1iller, Treaties and Other International Acts, N, 381. 
I 
t 
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appeared that there I "lere no highlands, if by highlands was meant 
"',', '" .. '," ~'il1,. 1,'il- "';rll~' rr"lr.,t~r od''''flt: nf hl~h. flfl,t country 
•• /) 111(; lJ. 11I()j·Ii.~;;J u).' mlLLJulI:J oJ.' lJ,(;r'f.;:J," tn t~hl:j "fIJr'/hl ()1' JfJ.rn03 
)lllIlv"/I, fl. 1)I)Tlt,I'm{I'nJfu':1 M"1l1rl(~l-t1ntr,r'tnnf A.nll rn"'rnh",r' r)f' thr.> ;.;t. 
I,I.'·J'X ·;'llIjwi.~;ijJ)H. P', ;::,u.LlivCI,/L !'I:J,VOJ!l;;d t:iwitug l.li.e hOlJtAn'I;;l;j~ t;/it;".L1;; 
')1" Nova ::Jcot ta and erecting a line by mon .... ments 
u to the Connect i-
,\ \, . \ 
thllt prolonged the dispute. He lWedicted that the dispute WOL::3. 
go into the next century.16 
In 1802 James Madison, the American Secretary of State, in-
". 
structed the American minister in London to open negotiations 
about 'ehe boundary, and in doing so he conceded that the high-
lc.nds, as. established, could not be discovered; this admission 
was the cause of later difficulties. 17 
Rufus King came to an agreement with the British about the 
apPointment of a commission to ascertain the northwest angle of 
Nova Scotia and to mark the boundary between the st. Croix source 
and thc.t angle. 18 The Senate refused to accept this convention 
l5cited by r<1oore, International Arbitrations, I, 67. 
l6Canada and its Provinces: A History of the Ca,nadian People 
and their Institutions by One Hunarea Scholars~dam ~hortt and 
j~!"'Chur G. Doughty, eds .-,-IIBOundary Disputes and Treaties, II by 
James vlhite (,roronto, 1914), VIII, 781. 
17see a memornndum of a conversation between Christopher 
Gore, ChA..r13C d'Affaires ad interim at London and Lord Hn:wkesbury, 
the Foreign Minister, Diplomatic Correspondence, I, 542. 
lP 
urvlo:::>re, InternatIonal l'lrbitrations, I, 68-69. 
· ... _,_._ .. _~.,_....--__ . _' _' _" _' __ .... "_._t· .... ____ M __ ... • ...... __ ' ... ,.' 1IiIIIIlII ___ .... "I •• nIlllll1".V _ea_· ... ttN.... r .... ' ... ·""', ...... ,.... • ___ _ 
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',L::';O of a difficulty involved in the section that pertained to 
:.J)u!.siana border .19 The Senate rejected another.attempt in 
.. to set up a commiss ion; the reason was similar. 20 
At the time of the making of the Treaty of Ghent, in 1814, 
'/, ~rltish tried to settle the boundary so as to obtain terri-
:';: :.m which they could construct the mil'itary road which they 
::l"~':d to have between the maritime provinces and the rest of 
"':~r po~sessions. The Americans refused this settlement but 
""'.:, by articles III-VIII of the treaty of December 24,1814, 
... :"::~trate the boundary from the source of the St. Croix to 
~ ... - ~- ~he Hoods. 21' This agreement ?ro'vided that the!'e 'ce 
of the Connecticut River. This '\<1as to be done by survey, but the 
British commissioner was not as certain as his government that a 
survey would settle it. The commission met many times over a 
period of years and the members were often involved in arguments. 
The survey proved to be expensive because the territory was a 
22 
vast wilderness. 
19The text of the convention is given in Diplomatic Corres-
pondence, I, 555-557; see also Miller, Trea~~~eJ, Irr, 326. 
20Diplom~tic Correspondence, I, 596-598; see also Miller, 
Tr~at'1:.cs, III .• 32"6.-'--
21D'LPlomc>...tic Correspondence, I, 688-693. 
22Hoorc, Inter~onal Arbitrations, I, 72-77. 
..... tt t * f t MY -. t • .itt' 'f*' t t k' we Me.','ftftbt ,"'*' ta" 111. at» ("'Stre e tMat5.'_"? ,.tt, 'I".'> .Mdtl'II ..... tt-t 
J2 
The northwest angle of Nova Scotia was not agreed upon; the 
British claimed that it was where the. line from the source of the 
• 
ot. Croix met Mars Hill only forty miles north of the monument at 
the source of the st. Croix. As .~this hill was not part of a ridge) 
and did not divide the waters as specified in the treaty, the 
l',mericans objected to this interpretation anti held out for a line 
that went past Nars Hill and through the valley of the St. John 
River to a ridge, not far from the st. Lawrence, where the waters 
that fall into the t1etis River, one of the st. Lawrence tributa-
ries, are separated from the waters falling into the Restigouche 
River that empties into the Bay of Chaleurs. This was one hun-
dred and forty-three miles from the source of the St. Croix. 
The British and· the Americans fixed upon different branches 
as the northwesternmost branch of the Connecticut River. The 
surveyors also found, to their astonishment, that the earlier 
survey to determine the location of the forty-fifth parallel, 
'''hich had established a line that had been for a long time re-
garded as the boundary, had been erroneously measured so that, 
although it was almost correct at the st. La'''rence River, it was 
nevertheless marked for much of its length three-quarters of a 
mile north of the true parallel. This meant that Fort Montgomery, 
constructed at Rouse's Point by the United states at the cost of 
a million dollars, was now on British territory. 
On April 13, 1822, the commissioners in New York gave 
-"'""'_"'>'f"''''''''~~1'''·'~· .... , .-. 
ttt 'WN *tt * .·tt Ath "rt',. wee au Wt *7> t ... Wtr'kh'h,citnttt r t M .='t 1":£· .... '% 1'clil'~'h.M·h])rdhfsft*r'·t.6i'~ 
1:3 
-divergent reports dated the previous October 4. Since they did 
not agree, no settlement was effected. 23 • 
Maine was admitted to the Union as a sovereign state on 
March 15, 1820, but Massachusetts retained an inte!est in the 
t, public lands of Maine. Settlers were moving into the region e.nd 
I 
the fact that the officials and people of the new state were 
closer to the problem of the boundary than had been the case when 
Boston vias the seat of the state government, intensified the need 
for reaching a solution of the problem. The Maine authorities 
claimed that the British were encroaching on their property and 
cutting timber on it.24 To complaints of this sort the British 
replied that the Aroostok and Iv'ladawaska settlements were British 
territories, and that the United States had made no protest to 
the fact that the territory was a crown grant for the twenty 
years before 1810. 25 
The United States and Great Britain reached an understanding 
that the officials of both sides would refrain from the exercise 
of exclusive jurisdiction in the region until the matter should 
be settled. Nevertheless, disputes continued to take place in 
23 Ibid. 77-81. 
24Diplom~tic Correspondence, letter of Henry Clay, American 
Secretary -6Y-"S"fife-to Henry-U. Addington,. British Cha,rge d 'Af-
faires at \{ashington, 1'1arch 27, 1825, II, 69; letter to Governor 
Levi Lincoln of rv1assachusetts to Henry Clay, Ibid., II, 71-72. 
25I"1oore, Internattone.l Arbitrations, I, 86. 
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.the region. 26 One of the more important clashes was the arrest, 
in 1827, of John Baker in the Madawaska settlement.27 The United 
States demanded his release, reparation for his imprisonment, and 
no repetition of the exercise ·of exclusive jurisdi9tion in that 
region. The British showed that he had lived in Canada and in 
New Brunswick, had accepted a bounty from'them on grain grown 
there, that only two years before he had made an appeal to British 
laws, and had been guilty of outrage and sedition.28 
New negotiations were undertaken to settle the issue. 29 In 
1826 Albert Gallatin went to England charged with the negotiation 
of various pOints of difference. 30 He was instructed to have the 
North1,vest boundary referred to Washington for negotiation, but, if 
this were not acceptable, as it was not, he was to arrange to have 
the ~~tter submitted to arbitration. After considerable difficultJ 
in negotiations procedure for the arbitration was determined. 
26 . 
Webster, Writing.E.. and .Speech~_, "The Northeastern Boundary," 
III, 147. 
27Diplomatic Correspondence, II, 139-143. 
28r.loore, Internationa.l Arbitrations, I, 87. 
29See letter of John Quincy Adams to Richard Rush, the United 
states Minister to Great Britain, June 25, 1823; this gives a re-
view of proceedings up to that date. Diplomatic Correspondence, 
II, 41-51. -.---
30Instructions to Gallatin, by Henry Clay, Secretary or 
dtate, June 19, 1826, Dip1omG.t ic C0.E..r~sp01?-dE!:.n~~, II, 76-104; 
August 8, 1826, 106-11~ 
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Both parties were to choose an arbiter. 31 Each was to prepare anew 
its own statement of the case, with reasons and e~dence. These 
reports were to be exchanged by the parties before arbitration.32 
Each could then make the replies that seemed proper and submit 
them to the arbiter. Two maps were used as evidence; the first 
'. 
was I-1itchell's map, the one that was used at the negotiations for 
the treaty of 1783; the second was a map known as Map A, which was 
join.tly prepared by Britain and the United States to show the to-
pography of the region. Other maps could be submitted that would 
show the lines or geographical features claimed by either party. 
These had to be communice.ted to the other party who could respond 
to the position set forth in them. 33 All of these statements were 
to be completed v1ithin two years and the results laid before the 
arbiter, if he had been chosen, but if he had not yet been chosen, 
they were to be given to him within six months of his acceptance. 
The parties were to answer additional questions if the arbiter 
thought necessary, and were to defray the expenses of any ad-
ditional survey he might deem necessary.34 
3lrnstructlons to W. B. L9.wre!Uce United States Charge 
d'Affairs at London, February 20, 1828, Diplomatic Correspondence, 
145-147. . 
32r1e.rtin Van Buren, Secretary of state to Charles R. Ve.ughan, 
British r'1in-Lster to the United states, December 29, 1829, 
Diplomati~ Co~responden~~, II, 218-219. 
33r.loore, Internatio_nal Arbitratio~s, I, 88-89. 
34r'1iller, Treaties and Other Internat ional Acts, III, 319; 
Le tter to Gallat -tn, Arne-r-rc-.i"n·l;f-tn Iste-r---Co""'Loni1on, -15·rplorn~ t tc 
CorrcJ3J2on.dcllc_C_, II, 636-611-6 
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The two nations agreed on the,King of the Netherlands a.s 
arbiter. ' He consented, and Albert Galla.tin and iiilliam Pitt 
Preble of I'-1aine drei-l up the case for the United States. The 
legislature of r-.1a.ine made an extensive report on the cnse .35 
The follOlofing is a summary of the claims presented to King 
William of the Netherlands. By the grant of James I, of Sep-
tember 10, 1621, to Sir \'Tilliam Alexander, the boundaries of 
Nov3. Scotia 'Here formed on the west by the St. Croix River ~nd 
from its source by a straight line to waters emptying into the 
St. Lavlrence and then along the St. Lawrence; and since the 
royal grant of Maine had included territory up to the Kennebec 
River, there was left a large territory in between known as 
Sagadahock, which later was incorporated into Maine. William and 
Hary included t,~aine and Nova Scotia in Massachusetts, but Nova 
Scotia was returned to the French; then it went back again to 
England, but this time it .... laS not included as part of Massachu-
Getts. 
In 1763 the boundary of Quebec was fixed as across the 
River st. Lawrence and Lake Champlain at the forty-fifth degree 
latitude, and "along the highlands which divide the rivers that 
empty themselves into the said River St. Lawrence from those 
which fall into the Sea and also along the North coast of the 
__ -------------.-!-.-!-U--~--tt*----~··-'~fO __ ~)f'_·~·_. ____ ·~·~?_._-~~ __ ~~~~ .. ·~~MM __ ~ ______ ~ • -  it.. Uft '#tt h,' ft_, Mr*n r tt t' Un ' C'·-. * ,,_ 
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the Bay des Chaleurs and the coast of the Gulph of St. Lawrence 
to Cape Rosieres. 1136 Also in 1763 the boundary of .Nova Scotia 
was modified to extend only to the st. Croix River and from its 
source to the boundary of Quebec. 
The term "northwest angle of Nova ,Scotia" had meaning if 
I 
Mitchell's map were correct. The term "highlands, "according to 
the position maintained by the United States, meant any land more 
elevated than the rivers, and did not exclude any land dividing 
rivers. The' Americans claimed that there were only two places 
that fulfilled the terms: the first was the crest of the ridge 
that divided the waters flowing into the River st. John and 
thence into the Bay of Fundy, from those going into the Resti-
gouche River into the Bay of Chaleurs and then into the Gulf of 
St. Lavlrence. This \rias ninety-seven miles north of the St. Croix 
monument. About one hundred forty-four miles north the latter 
water course was divided from a stream flowing into the River 
Metis which empties into the St. Lawrence. 
These were the only cholces, and the deciSion as to which 
one was correct depended upon the interpretation given to the 
treaty words, "rivers which empty themselves into the River st • 
. Lawrence, and those which empty into the Atlantic Ocean. 1137 
36Ibid., 93 -94. 
37Ibid ., I, 91-107. 
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The British, by an "ingenious Quibble,"38 maintained that 
the northern ridge did not fulfill the reQuireme1l.ts because the 
Restigouche flm'led into the B:~.y of Chaleurs which in turn flowed 
into the Gulf of the River st. Lawrence, and thus not into the 
Atlantic Ocean. The Americans replied that geography, common 
lapguage, and official documents refuted' this position. 
The American position held that the northwest angle of Nova 
Scotia was only mentioned to make explicit which highlands were 
meant, namely, those that marked off the old provincial bound-
aries. A considerable number of maps, published between 1763 
and 1783, ... ;rere submitted to prove that the line claimed by the 
United States ha.d been the accepted provincial line. The Ameri-
cans flatly denied that Mars Hill could possibly be the highlands 
intended by the treaty, as it did not separate waters of any two 
m.c:'1.jor streams, and i-laS not part of a ridge of highlands. As to 
the northwesternmost branch of the Connecticut River, the United 
States contended that this meant the branch that was most to the 
northwest above the forty-fifth parallel as more accurately de-
termined by the newest survey. But the British maintained that 
the northwesternmost head meant that source that was most north-
,',,,estern before the river came to be known as the Connecticut. 
The British said that there '\-[ere no definite bounCiaries between 
38Hugh LI. Keenleys ide, Canada ~nC! .. th~ Uni_t~d ~_~E-.t.e.s (New 
,York, 1929), 176. 
I. 
'Canada and Nova Scotia and that the Treaty of 1783 sought only to 
give to each of the p.1.rties the possession of the rivers, the 
• 
mouths of which were contained in the respective territories. 39 
On January 10, 1831 King'i{illiam announced his award. He 
determined that the term highlands did not have to apply to moun-
tainous regions, but a ridge dividing rivers flowing in opposite 
directions, that the treaty of 1783 did not determine that the 
boundaries of the United States should coincide with the provin-
cial boundaries, and that the "arguments adduced on either side 
and the documents exhibited in support of them cannot be con-
sidered as sufficiently~preponderating to determine a preference 
in favor of one of the two lines • •• ,,40 Moreover, the king 
said that no more surveys would help to solve the problem, and 
therefore he recommended a political compromise instead of a 
judicial decision. 41 He chose the most northwestern branch of the 
most northwestern lake that flowed into the Connecticut River as 
the northwesternmost branch of the Connecticut. While th~ firty-
fifth parallel should be established by a correct survey, the 
United States should retain the fort at Rouse's point. 42 
39rJIoore, International Arbitrations, I, 101-114. 
40Miller, Treaties a~~ 9tb~ International Act~, III, 366. 
4~eenleys ide, . Canada 0...!2.:~ _~h_e.. Uni ted ~_t_D:~_e..s_, 176. 
42The text is Given in both French and English in Miller, 
·Tr(~::l~i.c3_, III, 359-369. 
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The ter11 itory. in question is commonly estimated to be 12,027 
square miles; of this the King of the Netherlands.awarded 7,908 
square miles to the United states and 4,119 square miles to Great 
Britain. 43 
Ti-l'o days after the decision, 'VTilliam Pitt Preble from Maine, 
who "\oTaS then the American minister to the Netherlands, protested, 
Without authorization from Washington, that the decision went 
beyond the power delegated to the king. Although the British 
also realized that the decision went beyond th~ scope of the 
arbiter's power, they nevertheless accepted it, but privately 
let the United St,,:?,tes knOl-l' that they would be willing to alter 
the line, if by mutual agreement another line should be found 
more suitable. 
The United States Senate, by a vote of thirty-five to eight, 
in June, 1832, refused to accept the award. 44 They were influence 
to a ereat extent by Preble and the more vocal elements in 
r1c.ine. 45 Opinion in fJIaine can best be summed up in the eight 
"Resolves of Ma.ine" which were adopted by the legislature of 
that state on January 19, 1832. In substance they are: 
1. The United States cannot cede the .territories of states to 
a foreign pO"\oler without the consent of the states involved. 
43fiIoore, International Arbttrations, 136-137. . ___ 4._' __ ~ _________ ..... •. __ _ 
41~.;rb::'d~, 138. 
45KeonlcYSidC, Canada ?-n(~ ~!le Unit<:.c!. St~tes, 178. 
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2. The right of a state to her territory cannot be denied. 
3. The King of Holland I s recommendations 'Vlere no.t decisions on 
the matter submitted to him. 
4. If these recommendations-were adopted the integrity and 
independence of every state would be threatened. 
I 5. Maine would obey the laws and the constitution, but will 
6. 
7· 
never yield this. 
They appointed an agent to take official copies of the 
resolves to Washington. 
They instructed the Senators and requested the Representa-
. 
tives to do their best to block this proposal. 
8. 'rhey sent agents to iwrk with the Senators and Representa-
tives to get all of this accomplished. 46 
President Andrew Jackson, who, in the opinion of some, might 
legally have accepted the award without the advice and consent of 
the Senate, had at first been inclined to accept the award, but 
47 hesitated and finally asked the Senate for approval. Jackson 
af'cerl,.;a.rd said, "The only occasion of importance in my life, in 
which I allowed myself to be overruled by my friends, was the 
one of all others in which I ought to have adhered to my own 
46r1iller, TreRtie~, III, 380. 
47"The President, then, is of the opinion that, a.lthough we 
are not strictly bound by the award, it is exped ient thA.t 'i~e 
:::;hou1d abtde by it." Letter of Edvlard Llvinc;ston, Sccretm'y of 
~tate to Martin Van Buren, American Mini3ter to Great Britnln, 
!~Uzu3t 1, 1831, Dip1.?!ul:.t)-c Gorl'espondence, II, 230. 
_------------------------------------~r·'~'-*--·-·-t-'*~tt-· __ '_*M._·Mt.! ___ ~~_~tttt .. )_" _____ f!_ •••• * __ _ 
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At present there is little doubt that the intentions of the 
• 
commissioners in 1783 were to establish the provincial boundaries, 
and that the American cla.im was just; yet because of the prolonged 
struggle over the boundary and the dA-ngers to peace involved in 
that struggle, it would have been politic~lly good to have the 
United States accept the award. 49 
In rejecting the award of the Netherlands' monarch, the 
senate recommended that the President open new negotiations with 
the British for the purpose of establishing the line. The United 
States government, in the meantime, tried to reach an agreement 
~ith Main2 by which that state would turn over to the United 
States the disputed land and accept adjacent lands, but, if these 
were not sufficient, a million acres of MichigA-n lands were to 
be sold and the proceeds paid to the treasury of Maine. This 
secret agreement was signed but not ratified. If the negotia-
t ions failed Maine 'Vlas to accept the line of the King of The 
Netherlands. On r.1arch 4, 1833, the Main Legis1A.ture refused to 
accept this proposal. 50 
4~een1eyside, CanadB:.. and The Unit~_d= ~=t_~t~s., 178. 
49In later years the United States continued to refuse to 
accept any pB.rt of the award a.s valtd. See the letter of Secre-
tary of state Forsythe to Fox, the British Ambassador, February 
G, 1838, DiplolTkq~ic ~orrespondenc.e, III, 35-39. 
50Moore, Internatl.onal Arbi trat ions, I, 138; Miller J 
'rre~:~}.~s., III, 3"8Lt-335-:-=- ,-_. ----.- - = .-
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In May, 1833, Edward Livingston, the American Secretary of 
state, proposed, in a letter to the British Mini~ter, that a nevl 
line be drawn from the st. Croix source to whatever place a new 
survey might locate the highlands. 51 The British saw no hope of 
settlement in this and proposed to use the River St. John from 
, 
its southernmost source to a line drawn directly north from the 
st. Croix monument. Jackson refused and proposed that he would 
attempt to get Haine's consent to fixing the boundary along the 
St. John's River from its source to its mouth. To this the 
British replied that they would never agree. 52 
Van Buren, as Jackson's presidential successor, spoke of 
fUl'ther negotiat ions, and his administration carried on corres- 'I 
pondence with Great Britain about setting up a commission to 
determi.ne the line. There ',las talk of a conventional line, but 
when Maine, on March 23, 1838, refused to allow this, Secretary 
of state Forsythe i07rote to Fox on July 29, 1839, to propose new 
negotiations. 53 
Featherstonhaugh and ~udge made a survey in 1838 For the 
British, and proposed that the line to the north of the St. Croix 
should be drawn to the northwest to meet a ridge of hills. This 
51DiP10ma.tl~ 9or!~spo~de~~~, II, 246-247. 
52r1oore, Int;:r.n~_t_t.O!l~~l A:?_i~_~,'t_t .. t_OJl.3., I) 139 -l}~ 1. 
53Diploma~i~. Co:r.re_Sp?El~l.e.n.c_e) III, 89-90. 
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Sir 1,-rilliam Alexander. 54 Another proposal was made. in the 
vTestminster. Review, June, 1840, by· Charles Butler that a straight 
line be drawn from the Restigouche to the head of the Connecticut 
River. This was supposed to be in conformity to the intentions 
of the treaty of 1783, namely, the same boundaries as the earlier 
ones of 1763 and 1774. 
A new survey undertaken by the United States, at a cost of 
~bout $lOO,OOO.,d1sproved tho contentions of Fentherstonhaugh 
and Mudge. The survey commission gave a report on Narch 31, 1842, 
on the survey as far as'completed; it was never finished. 
Border strife in the disputed area became a source of new 
difficulties to the two governments. New Brunswick arrested and 
tried people who had attempted to hold a Maine election in 
r-1adawaska; they were convicted and sentenced to pay fine sand 
serve prison terms, but Maine obtained their release by disavow-
ing their action. New Hampshire arrested a Canadian justice of 
the peace in the Indian stream territory. The justice, Alexander 
Rea, was forcibly captured iolhile trying to arrest some Americans 
,vho were trespassing on territory acknowledged to be British. 
The Americans had gone there to get a man named Tyler who had 
been arrested by an American deputy sheriff in Coos County, 
54International Arbitrations, I, 141. 
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'New Hampshire. Another danger to the peace arose from the report 
that British officials were supporting a proposed r~ilway survey 
through the territory. Britain had this stopped when the United 
States protested. --
The Restook War of 1838-1839 broke out in the region near 
the Aroostook River. New Brunswick arrest'ed a land agent and 
posse sent by Maine to stop timber cutt1ng in the region. The 
song of the Americans on this occasion was: 
Britania shall not" rule the r1aine, 
Nor shall she rule the water; 
They've sung that son.g full long enough, 
!/luch longer than they oughter. 55 
More arrests followed and Maine raised a posse and erected 
fortifications; the legislature appropriated $800,000. for de-
fense. Congress authorized the call1ng of 50,000 volunteers and 
gave the President a $10,000,000. credit. 56 General Winf1eld 
8cott was sent to bring about peace. Both sides promised to re-
frain from hostilities unless other instruct10ns should come to 
the Governor of New Brunswick from British authorities, or to the 
Governor of Haine from the Legislature. The possessions of each 
55cited by H. C. Allen, Great Britain and the United States, 
a History of Anglo-American Relations, l783~5~(London, 1954). 
56Internatlonal Arbitrations, I, 146; and Carl '-litke, 
A History of Canada (New York, 1928), 152-153. 
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side were to remain·as they were, even though in theory the rights 
to them were denied by the opponent. Under this agreement the 
~ilitary forces were withdravm. 
'. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE SETTLEMENT OF THE--NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY 
~en the Whigs came into power with ~he inauguration of Gen. 
I.{illiam Henry Harrison as President of the United States on March 
4, 1841, excitement reigned in Washington. The Whig party held 
the Presidency for the first time. The office of Secre~ary of 
state in the new administration was filled by Daniel Wepster, one 
of the nation's greatest orators and political leaders. But the 
hopes which the Whig leaders, especially Henry Clay, had pleced in 
Harrison were soon dashed with the death of the sixty-nine-year-
old President on April 4, 1841, just one month after he had taken 
office. John Tyler, the Vice-President, assumed the title and 
office of PreSident, the first to do so Since the beginning of 
the government. 
Tyler, as Senator from Virginia, had opposed almost every-
thing the "lhigs stood for; yet he had become a Whig because of 
his opposition to Jackson. Tyler was strongly in fevor of st2rt ,,_ ~, 
rights, and against I-lebster IS federalism, yet as President he as~e_ 
, ~rebster anri the other members of the Cabinet to stay on in their 
_positions. 1 Ivebs ter remained in the Cabinet and sided ,-11 th the 
1C1aude Horris Fuess, ]}-:tniel I{ebster, 2 vols. (Boston, 1930). 
II, 95. 
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President in his long battle with Clay and the rest of the ~fuigs, 
and as a penalty for doing this, lost his chance o~ becoming 
President. 
One of Webster's most important reasons for remaining in the 
Cabinet even after the others resigne.d was to carry out his plans 
. 
to bring about a settlement of all the outstanding difficulties 
with the British, especially the situation that had existed for 
over fifty years on the northeastern frontier. 2 The years of 
fruitless negotiations and half-hearted exchange of opinions and 
proposals were finally terminated by the discussions th~t led to 
the formal treaty and the .informa.l agreements reached in Ife.shing-
ton during the summer of 1842. 
The successful negotiations resulted from the intimation of 
\-febster to Fox, the British Minister in Washington, that the 
United states was willing to settle the northeastern bound~ry 
issue by accepting a conventional line with concessions of equivn-
lents. Ifebster found a receptive attitude in the new British 
ministry, headed by Sir Robert Peel, with Lord Aberdeen as the 
Foreign Secretary. 
On December 26, 1841, Aberdeen, who was a scholarly and 
reasonable man, which qualities made him quite different from 
Palmerston, his predecessor, informed Edward Everett, the American 
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r'linister to London, that Lord Ashburton would be sent to Washing-
ton with full authority to conduct negotiations. ~ebster replied 
to Everett that lithe Special Mission was a surprise to us; but 
the country receives it well. 1J3 
The choice of Lord Ashburton (1774-1848) was a very happy one • 
. 
He was the son of the founder of the eminent financial house of 
Baring Brothers and CompaUJT, and was himself, at this time, its 
head. 4 This fact is not without significance; the house of Baring 
was embarrassed by the financial crisis of 1837 in the United 
states. Webster had visited England in 1839 as a representative 
of American commercial and banking interests. He had met Baring 
and had been of assistance to him by re-establishing, in part, 
the weakened American credit, and had even succeeded in getting 
nevI capital. He hinted that the United States government would 
protect investors. 5 As a young man Baring had come to the United 
states to represent the corporation, and had married Anna Louise 
Bingham, of Philadelphia, the daughter of a United States Senator. 
Baring owned two 'rotten boroughs I and had served as the President 
of the Board of Trade under Peel in 1834-1835. After this he was 
3Ibid ., 105, cited from National edition, XVIII, 114. 
4Hilliam Prideaux Courtney, "Alexander Baring," Dictionary of 
National Biography, ed. Sir Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney l-.ee 
(London, 1917), I, 1110-1111. 
5John Bartlet Brebner, North Atlantic Triangle (New Haven, 
1946), 144. 
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raised to the peerage. '\-[ebster praised him as "a good man to deal 
with, "Tho could see that there were two sides to a question. ,,6 
r,lany years before Ashburton had traveled in northern IvIaine, where 
Senator Bingham, his father-in-law, had owned land in the terri-
tory l~ter in dispute. 
perhaps Ashburton believed that he came to the United States 
without instructions. He could have come to this opinion from the 
commission in the name of the Queen which gave very wide powers to 
her representative, ,,,ho, strangely, was not named. There were, 
however, certain general terms in Aberdeen's instructions. In the 
following order they were: the Northeastern boundary, the Oregon 
boundary, the Northwestern boundary, the Caroline dispute, and the 
right of visit of a ship at sea. 7 
Hebster was very hopeful of reaching agreement with Ashburton. 
'fhe British negotiator arrived at Annapolis aboard the battleship 
1,{arspi te, on April 4, 1842, and was presented to Pres ident Tyler 
two days later. 8 Lord Ashburton "spread a social charm over Wash-
ington, and filled everybody with friendly feelings for England. 9 
6courtney, "Alexander Baring," Dictionary of National Biograph:, 
I, 1110. --
7Ephre~im D. Adams, "Lord Ashburton and the Treaty of Washinr.-
ton, II American Historical Review (New York, 1912), XVII, 764-'1" . 
8Fuess, Daniel Webster, II, 106. 
9Citedby Courtney in IIAlexander Baring," DNB, I, 1110. 
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~lthough England was willing to negotiate a conventional line, and 
the national gove'rnment in v[ashington had shown itself willing, 
the states of Haine and Massachusetts had to acquiesce in the de-
cision, and in both of the states there were strong feelings about 
the disputed territories, and, as the resolves of Maine had shown, 
there was a widespread and strong opinion that it was not legal 
for the federal government to cede any of the territory of a state 
without its consent. 
Webster wrote to Governor Fairfield of Maine and to Governor 
Davis of IVrassachusetts on, April 11, 1842,10 asking their coopera-
'Cion: r',nd that they each appoint commissioners to come to Hashing-
ton, to cohfer upon a line which would only be accepted by the 
federal goverrunent vlhen it had received the consent of the com-
missioners. Webster reminded them of the expenses, uncertainties 
and delays involved in commissions and arbitration, and that this 
opportunity and time were most suitable to the settlement of this 
long standing difficulty. 
Ashburton complained to Lord Aberdeen 1n a letter of April 25, 
~842,11 that in the question of the boundary he had to conduct 
the negotiations with the United states government alone, but that 
. chat government was under the disadvantage of having to consult 
10Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 161-163. 
11Ibid ., 705 
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Ilith the two states 'with whom Ashburton could have no communicatio 
e said that in his meeting vlith \olebster the settli"hg of the boun-
jary was the first thing requiring attention, and that a conven-
tional line would be acceptable, but that he was not willing to 
iscuss terms unless he were to carryon the discussion with some-
Jne who had authority to settle the issue. A premature statement 
f terms would only lead to "mischief or failure. ,,12 He told the 
"'oreign Secretary that the United states as a whole supported the 
Dosition of Maine, and that, although no one wanted war, the na-
I kion believed Britain was seeking a place for a road, and that 
, i 
there would be cause for war in Britain's refusing to go along in 
aking a reasonable compromise. In the same letter to Aberdeen, 
shburton suggests that a line similar to that proposed by the 
{ing of the Netherlands be adopted, that if his expedition were 
o fail a new arbiter would most probably award a similar line, 
nd that the American public opinion would be very much turned 
gainst England as being unreasonable in her demands. l3 He men-
-ions that the pOvler which Aberdeen had given him to offer money 
Ln compensation to the states, must be used with great care, and 
chat a suggestion to Webster that the United States government 
nake compensation to Maine because of favorable settlements of 
l2 Ibid ., 705. 
l3Ibid ., 706-707. 
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?ther border questions, had brought the reply that having money 
involved in any part of the transaction was object?onable. 14 
Ashburton was most anxious to secure British possession of 
both Madawaska settlements. One was on each side of the St. John 
River, and for this reason the King of the Netherlands had sought 
to divide them. He considered that the lands around the St. John 
are "miserable and poor, II and that few Americans "would think of 
going to this miserable Morass, while they are tempted by the 
inexhaustible plains of the far west. 1115 He discussed possible 
modifications of boundaries, based upon King William's settlement, 
and reminded Aberdeen tha.t, "I have to deal with no easy Parties 
and that v1e have no povler to command exactly what pleases us. II 
ne promised to make the most of allowing a free outlet on the St. 
John to Naine for the produce of the region near the river, and 
Aberdeen replied revoking restrictions which he had imposed on 
l,larch 31, but urged firmness and showed himself unWilling to con-
sider any ceding of British territory not in the dispute. 16 
Favorable replies were received by Webster from the Governors 
:>f f1laine and Massachusetts. The Governor of Massachusetts replied 
that he had obtained the authority to 
14Ibid ., 708 
15Ibid • 
that 
16Lord Aberdeen to Lord Ashburton, Hay 26, 1842, Ibid., 711-('13. 
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iVlassachusetts "will on favorable terms concede something to the 
convenience & necessity of Great Britain, but nothin~--not a rood 
of barren heath or rock to unfounded·claims. u17 Governor Fairfield 
of Maine replied on Nay 27, l842;-apPointing commissioners to act 
for I1aine. The governor agreed to the negotiation of a conven-
tional line, saying that the citizens of Maine wished lito give 
additionB.l evidence to their fellow citizens throughout the United 
dtates of their desire to preserve the peace of this Union. 1118 
The acquiescence of the two states to the plans to mqke a 
compromise line had another motive. Webster had conftdentielly 
revealed to the officials of the st-ates that there was in exis-
tence a Jlap knoi>/n as the 'red line map.' This was a copy of 
D'Anville's 'Map of America on a Small Scale.' It had been dis-
covered by the American historian, Jared Sparks, in the Foreign 
Office in Paris. It had a red line indicating the boundary of 
the British provinces and the United States, and the line favored 
the British claim. Dr. Sparks .also found a letter from Benjamin 
Franklin to the Count de Vergennes which showed that Franklin had 
been asked to draw the boundary for the count. It was not demon-
strated that the 'red line map' was the one to which Franklin 
referred. 19 
17April 17, 1842, Ibid., 701-703. 
18Resolves of Maine, Nay 20, 1842, Ibid., 721. 
19Sdltor's note (anon.] in 'i.Jritings and Speeches, III, 143. 
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Webster and Sparks, who, it is most probable, was employed by 
the Department of State, went to New Engl~nd to ga!n the coopera-
tion of Maine and I>1assachusetts by the confidential use of the 
map.20 Alarmed by the implicati~ns of this map, Webster urged 
that Everett, the American Minister at London, "Forbear to press 
the search after maps in England or elsewhere, our strength is on 
the letter of the treaty. II 
The Maine commissioners arrived in Washington on June 12, and 
those of Massachusetts the following day. 
Ashburton wrote on June 13, that the negotiations ought not to 
be carried on in the same fruitless manner as they had been in 
previous years, but in one of compromise. 21 Nevertheless, vlhile 
saying this he took occasion to protest against the widely circu-
lated argument that the British claims started only in 1814. 22 
On June 18, 1842, the representatives of the two countries 
started formal meetings at the Department of State. 23 Ashburton 
proposed that the boundary be the St. John River westward from 
,.;here it is intersected by the line north of the st. Croix Monu-
ment, except for the Madawaska settlement, at which place the 
20Clyde Augustus Duniway, "Daniel VTebster," The American 
.:iecretaries of state and their Diplomacy (New ,York, 1928), V, 23. 
21 Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 722. 
22Ibid ., 722-726. 
23Ashburton to Hcbster, June 21, 1842, Ibid., 727. 
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Eritish would have that part south of the river as well as north 
of it, so that the settlement may belong entirely t'b one nation, 
the nation of the great majority of the settlers. He said that 
to give rvIaine the northern part-of Madawaska would break the com-
munications route Britain desired to preserve. In exchange for 
such 8. boundary, Ashburton said he was willing to allow the United 
States cla,im to the territory disputed by New Hampshire, and would 
grant the territory once erroneously thought to be south of the 
forty-fifth parallel, although it was actually found to be north 
of i'C. ffhe agreement ivould also include the duty-free passage of 
produce of the forest through the mouth of the St. John'.24 
The 11<line commissioners absolutely refused to have the line 
south of the St. John at IvIadawaska, and said that if this were 
the best line to be had from the British, they would go home. The 
commissioners proposed a line that would be acceptable to them and 
\'1hich would give the British the space for the military road which 
they desired to build. 25 
Ashburton grew impatient with the heat and delay, and wrote to 
1:Jebster in a private letter of July 1, 1842, "I must throw myself 
on your compassion to contrive somehow or other to get me released 
I contrive to crawl about in this heat by day & I shall positively 
not outlive this affair if it is to be much prolonged. I had 
24Ashburton to v[ebster, June 21, 1842, Ibid., 727-733. 
25Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 741. 
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hoped that these Gentlemen from the North East would be equally 
avers~ to this roasting.,~6 • 
The negotiations were being-carried on in official correspon-
dence, and Ashburton, on July 11,27 in a lengthy conununication re-
plied to the arguments of the Maine commissioners. He was con-
. 
cerned lest the negotiations become as sterile as in previous 
years, and remarked that he believed conference rather than cor-
respondence ",ould more likely lead to success. 28 
In accepting the invitation to confer about the territory, 
~Iebster said in a letter to the Haine and Massachusetts commis-
sioners on July 15, 1842: 29 that he had "had full & frequent con-
,ferenccs vlith him, respecting the Eastern Boundary, & I believe 
I understand what is practica.ble to be done, on that subject, so 
far as he is concerned. If 
July 14, 1842, is almost certainly the exact date of the 
agreement reached by the two plenipotentiaries on the boundary. 
The line is shown on a map believed to have been used at the 
negotiations .30 vTebster submitted this boundary to the conunis-
sioners and said that he believed that Ashburton would accept it: 
26Ibid ., 744-746. 
27I bid., 746-753. 
- 28Ibid ., 751. 
29Hebster to Commissioners, Ibid., 178-181. 
30niller, Tree,ties and Other Agreements, rl, 389. 
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In establishing the line between the Monument &.the 
st. Johns [St. Johnj, it is thought necessary to adhere 
to that run & marked by the Surveyors of the ~ Govern-
ments, in 1817.1818. There is no doubt that the line 
recently run by ~lajor Graham is more entirely accurate, 
but being an ex parte line, there would be objections to 
agreeing to it, without examination & thus another Sur-
vey would become necessary. Grants & settlements also, 
have been made, in conformity with the former line, and 
its errors are so inconsiderable, that, it is not thought 
that their correction is a sufficient object to disturb 
these settlements. Similar considerations have had great 
weight, in adjusting the line, in other parts of it. 
The Territory in dispute between the two countries 
contains 12,027 square miles; equal to 7.697.280 acres. 
By the line described in the accompanying paper 
there will be aSSigned to the U-States 7.015 square 
milesj equal to 4.489.600 acres. 
As to England 5.012 square miles; equal to 3.270.680 
acres. 
By the alle.rd of the King of the Netherlands, there 
was assigned to the United States 7.908 square miles = 
5.061.l20 acres. 
To England J+.119--square miles,.. 2.636.160 acres--
The territory proposed to be relinquished to Eng-
land, south of the line of the King of the Netherlands, 
is, as you will see, the mountain range from the upper 
part of the St. Francis River to the meeting of the two 
contested lines of Boundary, at the Mejarmette [fv1etger-
mette] portage in the Highlands, near the source of the 
st. Johns •. This mountain tract contains 893 square 
miles equal to 571.520 acres. It is supposed to be of 
no value for cultivation, or settlement. On this point 
you will see herewith a letter from Captain Talcott, who 
has been occupied two summers in exploring the line of 
the Highlands, & lyin [sic] is intimately acquainted 
with the territory. The line leaves to the Vnited States, 
between the base of the Hills & the left Bank of the ~t. 
Johns; & lying along upon the river a Territory of 
657.200 acres embracing without doubt, all the valuable 
land South of the St. Francis & West of the St. Johns--
Another (sic] Of the general division of the territory, 
it is believed it may be safely said, that while the 
portion remaining with the United States is in quantity, 
seven twelfths, in value it is at least four fifths of 
the ·~lhole. 
Nor is it supposed that the possession of the moun-
tain region is of any importance, in connection with the 
30 
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defense of the Country, or any military operations. It 
lies below all "Che accustomed 'Practicable 'Passages for 
troops into and out of Lower Canada; that is to ~ay, the 
Chaudiere, Lake Champlain & the Richelieu, & the St. 
La\vrence. 
If an army, with its materiel, could possibly pass 
into Canada, over these mountains it would only find it-
self on the Banks of the st. Lawrence, below Quebeckj--
&, on the other hand, it is not conceivable that ~n in-
vad ing enemy from LOvler Canada, 'Hould attempt a passage 
in this direction, leaving the Chaudier on one hand, & 
the route by r'ladavlaska on the other. 
39 
If this line shall be agreed to, on the part of the 
United States, I suppose that the British Minister, would, 
as an equivalent,stipulate. First--for the use of the 
River St. Johns for the conveyance of the timber growing 
on any of its branches, to tide water, free from all dis-
criminating tolls, impositions, or inabilities of any 
kind, the timber enjoying ell the privileges of British 
Colonial timber. All-opinions concur that this privilege 
of navigation must greatly enhanCe the value of the ter-
ritory and the timber growing thereon, and prove exceed-
ingly useful to the People of Illaine. 
Second--That Rous' POint, in Lake Champlain and the 
lands, heretofore supposed to be within the limits of New 
Hampshire, Vermont & New York, but which a correct ascer-
tainment of the 45th. parallel of latitude shoyTS to be 
in Canada, should be surrendered to the United States. 
It is probable, also, that the disputed line of boun-
dary in Lake Superior might be so adjusted as to leave a 
disputed Island within the United States. 
These cessions on the part of England would enure, 
partly to the benefit of the States of N. Hampshire, 
Vermont, & New York, but principally to the United States. 
The consideration on the part of England for making them 
would be the manner agreed upon for adjusting the Eastern 
Boundary. The price of the cession, therefore, whatever 
it might be, v10uld in fairness belong to the two States, 
interested in the manner of that adjustment--
Under the influence of these conSiderations, I am 
authorized to say, that if the Commissioners of the Two 
States assent to the line, as described in the accompany-
ing paper, the United States will undertake to pay to 
these States the Bum of Two hundred & fifty thousand 
Dollars, to be divided betvleen them in equal mOieties; 
& also ti undertake for the settlement & payment of the 
expenses incurred by those States for the maintenance of 
the civil posse, &'also for a survey which it was found 
1 
I 
i 
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necessary to make. 
The line suggested i-lith the compensations & equiva-
lents which have been stated, is now submitte~ for your 
consideration. 
That this is all which might have been hoped for 
looking to the strength of ,the American claim, can hardly 
be said. 
But as the settlement of a controvers'y of such dura-
tion is a matter of high importance, as equivalents of 
undoubted value are offered, as longer postponement & 
delay vlould lead to further inconvenience, & to the in-
curring of further expenses, & as no better occasion or 
perhaps any other occasion for settling the boundary by 
agreement, & on the principle of equivalents is ever 
likely to present itself, the Govt. of the United states 
hopes that the Commrs of the Two States will find it to 
be consistent with their duty to assent to the line pro-
posed, & to the terms & conditions attending the propo-
Sition. 
The President has felt the deepest anxiety for an 
amicable settlement of , the question, in a manner honor-
able to the Country, & such as should preserve the rights 
& interests of the States concerned. From the moment of 
the announcement of Lord Ashburton's mission, he has 
sedulously endeavored to pursue a course, the most res-
pectful tOvlards the States, & the most useful to their 
interests, as well as the most becoming to the character 
and dignity of the Govt. He will be happy, if the result 
shall be such as shall satisfy Naine & Massachusetts, as 
well as 'the rest of the Country. 
With these sentiments on the part of the preSident, 
& with the conviction that no more advantageous arrange-
ment can be made, the subject is now ref~lred to the 
grave deliberation of the Commissioners. j 
The Massachusetts commissioners replied on July 20, 1842,32 
that if the right of free navigation of the St. John included all 
the products of the soil, and the Federal government would in-
. crease the payment to Massachusetts to $150,000., the state 
31Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 178-181. 
32Ibido, 756-758. 
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through its commissioners would relinquish its interests in the 
lands. T"VlO days later the Maine commissioners replied to Webster 
• 
by letter,33 in which they reassert their claim to all the terri-
tory, but speak of Hnine's devQt"lon to her sister states, and 
after much complaint about the loss to Naine, and after saying 
that it involved much more territory than the British need for 
to Ivlaine and Massachusetts by New Brunswick of the funds accumu-
lated from the sale of timber from disputed lands, and with the 
provision that land titles given by the other side be accepted by 
the nations gaining jurisdiction, and that the products of the 
soil be untaxed on their way down the St. John. 
The agreement to pay the sum of three hundred thousand dollars 
to be divided between Maine and Massachusetts, in addition to 
recompense for the considerable surveying and military expenses, 
was the substance of the fifth article of the treaty as signed by 
I Great Britain. Since this was a purely domestic matter, its in-
I 
! clusion in an international treaty was an unusual step. Ashburton I wrote to Webster on August 9, 1842, the date of the treaty signing 
! tr..at 'while he understood that the arrangement was one of expedi-
eney, he wanted to record the fact that Britain was not oblieed 
34 by the fifth article. As noted above, Aberdeen's instructions to 
33 Ibid ., 759-765. 
34Ashburton to Hebster, vTritings and Speeches, XI, 289. 
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Ashburton had allov7ed him to offer payment in compensation to 
I'1aine, but he lvas apparently successful in gettiniS Webster to pay 
the claims from the United States Treasury.35 
New Brunswick had set up a""disputed territory fund," which 
was to consist of the proceeds from the sale of seized timber cut 
in the region by trespassers. The money was to be held until the 
boundary was settled. The British agreed that this fund should go 
to Maine and Massachusetts, and on September 29, 1846, about 
$20,000. was paid, in addition to the delivery of more than six 
thousand pounds in bonds. On March 3, 1843, Congress appropriated 
$300,000. to pay the treaty money to Massachusetts and Haine, 
$206,934.79 for Maine's expenses, and $10,792.95 for those of 
2,L2.ssachusetts. By an act of June 17, 1844, Congress added $80,000. 
to the payment made to Maine. 36 
With these conditions and stipulations verbally accepted until 
the signing of the treaty, August 9, 1842, Webster and Ashburton 
settled the Northeastern boundary question, the most important 
difference between Great Britain and the United States. Then the 
negotiators proceeded to the settlement of other difficulties. 
, 
These negotiations lasted through the hot weeks of July and early 
August, and their solutions were either included in the formal 
~reaty or more privately settled by letter or agreement. 
35:::Jarnuel Flagg BemiS, A DiplomatiC History of the United 
IJtates (Ne~', York, 1936), 202. - -- ---
3Gr.l1l1er, 'rreaties ~:..n.~ OtJ1e_~ In.t..Q)'ltllt.-Lo!1..,.l Acts, IV, 433. 
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THE NORTHvffiSTERN BOUNDARY 
The ItNorthwestern boundary question" wa,s a dispute about the 
United States-Canadian boundary in the mid-west and Great Lakes 
region. The treaty of 1783 defined the boundary between the 
United States and Canada as follows: 
Itthence through Lake Superior Northwards of the Isles 
Royal & Phelipeaux to the Long Lake; Thence through the 
Middle of sa.id Long L?-ke., and the Water Communication 
b2t"'IE'en it & the L:lke of the Voods, to the said Lake of 
tho:: 'i!oods; 'l'nence througr:. the said Lalce to the most 
Nort.h-ylestern Potnt thereof. III 
The set tlement of this boundc;,ry 'va,s made a part of the con-
versations that led to the treaty of 1842. In a letter on the 
subject, Webster told Ashburton: 
there is reason to think that "Long Lake, It mentioned in 
the treaty of 1783 meant merely the estuary of the pigeon 
river, as no lake called "Long Lake, 11 or any other strictly 
conforming to the idea of a lake, is found in that que.r-
ter. This opinion in [is?) strengthened by the fact that 
the words of the treaty would seem to imply that the '-later 
intended as llLong Lake, It we,s immediately joining Lake Su-
perior. In one respect an exact compliance with the words 
of the treo,ty is not practicable. There is no continuous 
"later communication between Lake Superior and the Lake of 
the \'[oods, as the Lake of the vloods is known to discharge 
its waters through the Red River of the north into 
i 
-'-rvliller, Treaties, N, 414. 
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Hudson's Bay. The dividing height or ridge between the 
eastern sources of the tributaries of the Lake of the 
Woods and the western sources of Pigeon River ~ppears, by 
authentic maps to be distant about forty miles from t~e 
mouth of Pigeon River, on the shore of Lake Superior. 
-
44 
This confusion about the border had persisted for more than 
sixty years, but the sparse settlement of the territory had not 
made a settlement urgent. The Treaty of Ghent had provided for a 
commission to fix and determine the boundary according to the true 
intent of the 1783 treaty, and to determine ownership of the vari-
ous islands in the waters involved. The Treaty of Ghent had also 
establiuhed another commission to determine the line from the 
ives tern part of Neitl York to the wa ter communication from Lake 
Huron to Lalce Superior. 
The latter commission was successful, but the former, after 
extended meetings and reports, adjourned on October 27, 1827, 
without reaching complete agreement on the entire boundary. They 
had agreed on parts of the boundary, but such a decision i-laS not 
binding, as the~r had to agree on the whole to make the treaty a~-
ticles obligatory. The commission failed to agree on the owner-
ship of St. George or Sugar Island, a fertile island of 25,920 
acreS lying in the St. Mary's River, between Lakes Huron and 
Superior, and they also could not establish the line from a point 
in Lake Superior near a small island to Rainy Lake, a distance 
2Diplomatic Correspondence, July 27, 1842, III, 185-186. 
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of about two hundred miles. 
The Treaty of 1783 had assumed the existence·of a lake called 
Long Lake, but there was no such lake; instead, there 'vrere "four 
separate routes which the line might follow, anyone of which, in 
the absence of the others, would have been regarded as sufficient-
ly fulfilling the reqUirements of the t;eaty descript ion. "3 After 
leaving the two-hundred-mile gap in the border, the commission 
determined the line to the end as proposed by the treaty that had 
ended the Revolutionary I'Tar. 
By Article II of the \1ebster-Ashburton Treaty, the line, in as 
far as it 'das este.blished by the c0l11tnissioners, under the Tree.ty 
of Ghent, ioTaS agreed upon. In the negotiations in Washington 
during the latter part of July, 1842, there seems to have been 
little difficulty in determining the remainder of the line. 
Ashburton wrote to l{ebster on July 16, 1842, that he was Willing 
to give up St. ,George (or Sugar Island) and said, "You are no 
doubt !wnre thnt; It iu the only ob,lect of' nny rcnl vnluc in thi:l 
controvel'GY. II 4 
Concerning the second point in dispute in the region, 
Ashburton wrote of the boundary through the water communications 
from Lake Superior to the Lake of the Woods, that "it really 
3IfLiller, Treaties, IV, 417. 
4Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 754. 
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~ppears of little importance to either party how the line be de-
termined through the wild country between LakeSup~rior and the 
Lake of the Woods, but it is important that some line should be 
fixed and known. II To achieve this he proposed a compromise line 
that vlOuld follow one of the portage and water communication 
routes. Webster accepted this proposal i~ substance. 5 
It is remarlcable that the most valuable part of the territory 
along the entire disputed border was so easily allowed by Ashbur-
ton to become a part of the United states. President Tyler, on 
states side of the Pigeon River as an area "considered valuable 
as a mineral region. 116 The Ivlesabi Range .lies in this territory. 
ii'rom 1892 until a recent date there vlere more than one billion, 
five hundred million tons of high grade iron ore shipped from 
this region. The value of the shipments for the single year of 
1949 was $210,000,000. 7 
The border was further defined from the northwesternmost part 
of the Lake of the '",oods IIdue south to its intersection with the 
5Letter to Ashburton of July 27, 1842, Diplomatic Correspon-
dence, III, 182-186. 
6"'eb" t' e"" h .... "' .l. j ~';ri t in£js p.nd Sr-eeches, XII, 26. 
T~.J. Buck, A.J. Larsen~ h.J? Carter, 
po.edia Br i to.nnic.E:., XV (1952), 562. 
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Forty-ninth parallel of north latitude, and along that parallel 
to the Rocky Iv1ountains. f/ • 
Ashburton attached two conditions to his acceptance of the 
boundary that excluded St. George Island, conditions f/wbich 
experience has proved to be necessary in the navigation of the 
great waters vlhich bound the two countries. If 
The first of these hlO cases is at the head of Lake 
st. Clair, where the river of that name empties into it 
from Lake Huron. It is represented that the channel bor-
dering the United states' coast in this part is not only 
the best for navigation, but with some winds is the only 
:3crvieee,ble p2-ssnge. I do not knQ\ol tha,t under such c ir-
cumsta.nces the passage of a British vessel would be re-
fused; but en a final settlement of boundaries, it is 
desir2,ble to stipulate for vlh2.t the Commissioners '.;QuId 
-.or8bs.bly h,~ve settled had the facts been lcno~·m to them. 
~h~ other C2.se of nearly the saoe descriution occurs 
on the :..:.t. Lr;,,(lrence some miles above the bound£'~ry .?_t St. 
Regis. In distributing the islands of the river by the 
Commiss ioners, Burnharts Island and the Long Se.ult Is-
lands 'tlere <2.ssigned to America. This part of the river 
has very formidable rapids, and the only safe passage 
is on the Southern or American side between those Is-
lands and the main land. We want a clause in our 
present treaty to say that for a short distance, viz: 
from the upper end of Upper Long Sault Island to the 
lO'tler end of Burnhart I s Island, the several channels of 
the river shall be used in common by the Boatmen of the 
two Countries. S 
To this letter Webster replied: 
My Dear Lord: I find I must ask you, for our naVi-
gation at the mouth of the Detroit River, the same 
privilege vlhich you need for yours, at the Sault Is-
l.snas and in the ~t. Clair. 
8Diplomatic Correspondence, Ashburton to Webster, July 18, 
,1842, Ill, 755. 
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It appears that the main ship channel from Lake Erie 
up the Detroit River lies between Bois Blanc~ an Islanj 
belonging to you, and the Canadian shore. This channel 
is used, I understand, without objections, by all Ameri-
can sailing vessels: but there would be just ground of 
complaint if, in cases of. this kind, the desired privi-
lege were made matter of right on one side, and remained 
matter of sufferance merely on the other. I see no ob-
jection in these cases of giving and taking freely.9 
Thd substance of this correspondence was incorporated into 
the seventh article of the treaty. 
Diplomatic Correspondence, Webster to Ashburton, July 25, 
1842, III, .1.82-:-
I 
• 
CHAPTER V 
EXTRADITION, D1PRESSMENT, AND THE 'RIGHT' OF SEARCH AT SEP_ 
Article X of the treaty provided for extradition of criminals 
who sought excape from prosecution by crossing the border. The 
escape of such criminals had become common along the very long 
and unprotected border. Extradition had been provided for under 
Article XXVII of the Jay Treaty, but this had expired in 1807. 
After 'chis., extr2,dition could only be asl<:ed as a favor. l 
Henry Clay, who was Secretary of State in 1826, wrote to 
Albert GC'llatin, the United States Minister to GreB:t Britain, 
giving him elaborate instructions about negotiating an article 
on extradition as a part of the treaty for arbitration of the 
boundary that was then being negotiated. No such article was 
included in the agreement. Perhaps one of the chief reasons for 
the lack of success in achieving an agreement was the inSistence 
on the part of Clay that fugitive slaves must be returned to the 
United States.2 
lAlbert B. Corey, The Crisis of 1830-1842 in Cane..dir>n-Ameri-
~ Relations (New Haven, 1941), 109. --
2Diplomatic Correspondence, II, 100-101, 110. 
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After 1830 the need beccme pressing beccuse of the incre~se 
in criminals of ail sorts who found safety by crossing the 
border. Many deserters from the British army came to the United 
-
states, and traffic to the north, as was noted above, included 
many slaves. The slaves had found freedom in Canada. Onboth 
sides of the border there was considerable feeling against the 
return of the persons considered fugitives by the other side. 
The Canadians did not want to return slaves even if the charge 
against them i-laS felony. 
Governor Marcy of New York, refused to extradite William 
Lyon Mackenzie, who was prominent in the attempts at rebellion 
in Canada. The governor said that the most prominent charge 
cgainst I'Iackenzie ,ycs treason, and that this was excepted f!'oo 
charges for which he could hand over an accused person. By 1839 
both sides 1vere refus ing to hand over anyone. This was at the 
height of the border difficulties and attempted rebellions in-
volving excursions across the border. President Van Buren 
and his Secretary of State, Forsyth, maintained that the execu-
tive had no authority at the time to extradite criminals, but 
he was willing to negotiate with Britain, and told the British 
minister, Fox, that he felt there would be no difficulty in ob-
t a in i ng s uc h a lSi¥. 3 
3Forsyth to Fox, Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 68-69. 
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The British feared that the treaty would help the United 
0tC.tCO more th9,n it 1-1ould themselves because of disputes between 
the individual states of the United States and the federal gov-
ernment in Washington, but Palffierston, and later Aberdeen, fa-
vored negotiation. Both of them strongly opposed any extradition 
. 
of runaway slaves, even if they had been criminals; nor would 
they agree to deliver over military men who had done something 
against the other territories' laws, if this infraction were 
committed under official orders. 4 
In April, i840, Palmerston sent a draft of a proposed treaty 
i'lhich Fox held until August. This proposal was delayed because 
Fox did not believe Van Buren could agree to it, especially be-
cause it contained a provision for the return of desercers. \~llen 
the United States countered with a demand for the inclusion of 
an agreement for the return of runaway slaves, the convention 
vlaS set aside and nothing was done until the arrival of Ashbur-
ton in Washington. 
Both Webster and Ashburton were eager to come to agreement 
on extradition, but they could only agree on including such 
crimes as murder. In a letter to Aberdeen on April 25, 1842, 
Ashburton said that he favored including mutiny in the extradi-
tion articles of the treaty because he felt that killings thnt 
4corey, Crisis of 1830-1842, 172-174. 
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.took place during mutiny would technically not be murder in En-
glish courts, but would be considered an unintended part of 
mutiny.5 Webster's proposed clause included the exchange of all 
-persons; this was a Ivider extension than that wished by the 
British, who "10uld include only the citizens of the United States 
or British subjects, thus excluding the slaves, who would have 
been included according to the American proposal. 
The Americans, while seeking to include all persons, made 
exception for certain crimes, especially desertion. This was 
because of the great numbers involved, said to be t'en per cent 
per yee.r of the British military forces in Canada, and because 
of Amerlcan disapproval of the quick and severe punishment ad-
ministered to deserters in Canada. 
In the final draft of the treaty, runaway slaves, mutiny and 
revolt, burglary and theft Ivere not crimes for which extradi-
tion was allowed. These crimes were excluded because all were 
possible charges against runaway slaves. The last charge might 
be brought over the clothing worn by 8, slave. Ashburton was 
firm on the right to freedom of slaves reaching British terri-
tory.6 
In his message to the Senate, of August 11, 1842, President 
Tyler assured the senators that the article "is carefully 
6corey, Crisis, 177. 
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'confined to such offences as all mankind agree to regard as hein-
ous, and destructive of the security of life and p:r"'operty. "7 
He assured them that purely political and military offenses are 
excluded. Furthermore, either or both parties may terminate the 
stipulation at will. Webster, in his later defense of the treaty 
he had negotiated, had prearranged that Senator Woodbridge of 
Michigan, should briefly take the floor to testify to the good 
effects of this article. The senator, who had been the gover-
nor of Michigan, said it had been very successful, and that 
nothing could better have provided for peace and security "in 
that remote frontier. ,,8 I,rebster went on to say that we have ne-
gotiated similar agreements ,'lith European nations, and they have 
done the same among themselves, which course of action was pre-
viously unknown in their treaties. He says that the only com-
plaints have come from murderers, fugitives, and felons. 9 
Articles VIII and IX of the treaty were qoncerned with the 
repression of the slave traffic from Africa. The discussions 
were complicated by the memory of issues ~hat were now no longer 
of practical moment, but which were still sore spots in Ameri-
.1
1 
i can-British relations. The proposed solution to the problem of 
7Tyler (written by \--rebster), \·rritings and Speeches, XII, 29-
8Ibid ., IX, 142. 
9 .... l(3bster, "The Treaty of Washington," Writings and Speeches, 
IX, 143. 
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the slave trade seemed to involve American acceptance of the so-
called Ilright of search 1!, and even to imuly an acce~tance of the 
wh~ch the ~i~ish -~-~- -~ ~-~-e~q-~~~ ~~ 
.j __ .:- ...... ' .. \-..I .... _",, ___ '-'''-'y ........ Irr. ................. 
- -, 
ish wished to prevent the commerce in human beings that flourishe~ 
along the African coast, commerce long carried on by men and 
ships of many nations. Americans were illegally engaged in this 
trade, even though the date was long past on which, according to 
the constitution, the trade was declared illegal. The British 
Wished to be able to stop a ship at sea to see if it were flyinS 
its proper flag, bece.use many nationless slave ships flew the 
flag of some powerful nation to escape interference. 
The Americans, however, were very sensitive to their rights 
at sea. There was still considerable feeling in the nation as 
a whole and in maritime circles in particular against impress-
ment. This had been a major cause of the War of 1812, and the 
end of that conflict brought no solution to the problem. 
Webster and Ashburton discussed the subject at some length, 
but no agreement was reached because Ashburton had no instruc-
tions on the matter. Webster wrote to Ashburton stating the 
American view of the British claim: 
England asserts the right of impressing British sub-jects, in time of war, out of neutral merchant vcs~els, 
and of deciding by her visiting officers, who, nmong the 
crCvl of such merch.!1,nt vessels, are British subjects. She 
asserts this as a legal exercise of the prerogative of 
the crown; which prerogative is alleged to be founded on 
I 
f 
the English law of the perpetual and indissoluable alle-
giance of the subject, and his obligation under all cir-
cumstances and for his ,.,hole life, to render mrlitary 
service to the crOvln ,,,henever required . .LO 
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Webster ,.,anted the British 1;0 make a declaration that would 
say in substance: 
That in the event of our being engaged in a war in 
which the United States shall be neutral, impressment 
from her merchant vessels navigat ing the high seas ,.,ill 
not be practiced, provided that provision be made by 
law or other competent regulation, that during such War 
no subject of the Crown be entered into the Merchant 
Service of America, that shall n~i have been at least 
five years in the United states. 
The American Secretary of State argued against the British 
-theory by sayin~ th~t it e3serted an extra-territorial authority 
for a British national prerogative, and that British cruisers, 
in carrying out this national la' .... , violate the law of n.s.tions. 
Another contr.s.diction involved was that England, ';lhich was en-
couraging her excess populations to emigrate to new lands, was 
denying in theory that they could become citizens of the country 
that was receiving the majority of her emigrees. To deny that 
they could become citizens was to do these people a wrong. He 
closed the letter by quoting Jefferson on the United States' 
;olicy in the mstter of 3:!'itish impressment "the Simplest rule 
and 
26. 
lOAnon., Pamphlet with "Correspondence between II'Ir. vlebster 
Lord Ashburton" (the pamphlet is old, but no date is given), 
llErrhra im P. P,dams, "Lord Ashburton 
inston, r The ilmerican Historico.l Review 
7~5 -
., ( . 
and the Treaty of Wash-
(New York), A~II (1912), 
, 
'I 
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;Vlill be tha.t the vessel being American shall be evidence that 
the seamen on board are such. II To this Webster add~d, "That 
rule announces therefore, what will hereafter be the principle 
maintained by this government.-rn every regularly documented 
American f-1erchant vessel the crew who navigate it will find their 
, 
protection in the flag which is over them. "12 
Ashburton replied by letter on the following day, August 9, 
1842. He said that the practice had ceased but that he,had no 
authority to treat of the subject. He admitted that emigration 
"';laS needed in England, and that it was good that people come to 
the United states. He said that Britain should attempt some 
remedy, and that he hoped something could be done. 13 
In the letter to i..febster Ashburton did not commit Great 
Britain to anything, but in a letter to Aberdeen he shm.led that 
his personal opinion was strongly against such a policy: . 
Impressment as a system, is an anomaly hardly bear-
able by our ovm people, to the foreigner it is an und~­
niable tyranny, which can only be imposed upon him by 
force, and submitted to by him so long as that force con-. 
tinues. Our last war and the perils in which at some 
periods of the.t '..far ~ were involved, may perhaps have 
justified violence. America was comparatively weak, and 
was forced for some years to submit •••• But the pro-
portions of Power are altered. The population of Ameri-
ca has more than doubled since the last Har, and that 
War has given her a Navy which she had not before. A 
12 Par:1phlet , "Correspondence II, 1rJebster to Ashburton, Aug. 3, 
1842, 30. 
13Ib~~d., 3l-32. 
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navy very efficient in proportion to its extent. 
Under these circumstances can Impressment ever be 4 
repeated? I apprehend nobody in England thinks it can. l 
• 
It is in the light of this situation that the endeavors of 
the two nations to abolish the slave trade must be understood. 
The United States refused to be a party to any agreement that 
would involve any concession that would savor of the right of 
search, and its historical connection with impressment. 
In the matter of the slave trade itself, the United states 
had passed an act on May 15, 1820, in which the slave trade was 
declared piracy for which the death,penalty could be inflicted. 
This law was passed to heip the United states take part in a 
general movement that sought to wipe out this practice. The 
United 8tates was only one of several nations that sought to 
banish the illicit commerce in human beings; France, Spain, Por-
tugal, Brazil, and especially Britain, were most anxious to end 
this commerce, but the British attempt at leadership of the oppo-
sition to the trade was not successful in the first four decades 
of the nineteenth century. This was because of American opposi-
tion to the right of search. John Quincy Adams, when President, 
wanted to have the slave trade declared piracy, an offense for 
vlhich international law already permitted search on the high 
seas, but in Hashington there was strong disinclination to offend 
14Cited by Adams, "Lord Ashburton and the Treaty of Wash-
'ington,11 The Americe,n Historical R~~iew, XVII, 775. 
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the southerners who would resent any official condemnation of 
slavery, and consequently the America,n government was anything 
but cooperative in the attempts to end the slave trade. 
In Gl'cnt Dl'ituin, on the other hand, the surge of public 
feeling against slavery and the slave trade had been increasing 
for some time even after the abolition of the slave trade in 1807. 
The leaders of the l{est Indies 'Hanted the slave trade banished 
everywhere if they could not obta,in slaves for their own planta-
Ie; ttons. J Br-:i.tain ga'ined the right to search ships bearing the 
flags of Spain, Portugal and the Netherlands, and in 1818 nego-
tlated the support of Austria, France, Prussia, and Russia in a 
convention. 
Secretary of State Adams expressed the official attitude of 
the United States when he v7rote to Rush and Gallatin: 
The admission of a right in the officers of foreign 
ships of war to enter and search the vesSels of the United 
States in time or peace, under any circumstances whatever, 
would meet vlith universal repugnance in the public opin-
ion in this country; that there would be no prospect of 
a ratification, by advice and consent of the Senate, to 
any stipulations of that nature; that the search by for-
eign officers, even in time of war is so obnoxious to 
the feelings and recollections of this countrY,that 
nothing could reconcile them to the extension ~5 it, how-
ever qualified or restricted to time of peace~ 
15.H.ugh F. Soulsby, The Right of Search and the Slave Trade 
in Anelo-American Re12.tfOris 1(jJ.4-1B"62 (B8:ltimore-;-T933), 13. 
16Adams to Gallatin and Rush, November 2, 1818, Americt:'n 
State papers, Foreign Relations, V, 72, cited by :souls1:)y, tfhc 
rnent_ of 6earch, 17. 
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The restrictions that were rejected seem to be the proposals 
of Castlereagh that the right of search be recipro~al, and that 
it be renounced at Will. 17 
Although the slave trade was an international problem, the 
United states, in spite of several beginnings, undertook no ef-
fective measures against it. Congress favored doing something 
about it and by a vote of 131-9 asked the President, in March, 
1824, to do something ~bout it. This resulted in the attempt to 
bring the slavery trade under international laws against piracy, 
but it was not an adequate solution, because there had tOo be 
proof before a cc"ptain '\vould 'I-7illingly undertake the responsibil-
ity of stopping and searching a suspect ship. For the Americans, 
however, the distinction between piracy and the right of search 
was one that saved the national honor. 
In Harcy 1824, the United states and Great Britain agreed 
upon a convention that was ratified by the government in London, 
but because of the election of 1824 it failed of ratification in 
I the United states Senate since Congress wanted to exclude the 
J American coasts from search by British shipS.18 There was no 
" . 
. "'.:~ , 
';' agreement for almost t~ .. lO decades until the treaty of 1842. 
English opposition to slavery was responsible for the 
l7soulSby, The Right of Search, 19. 
l8Ibid ., 38. 
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emancipation of slaves in British territories, and this led to 
• further American fear of British interference in wh~t Americans 
regarded as a legitimate business--the domestic slave trade. 
Slavers 'Vlere taking advantage or the American position, because 
England had agreements allowing her to search vessels of most of 
I 
the other world powers. In 1834, Palmerston had offered to ex-
empt the American coast, which had shipping lanes used by domes-
tic slave traders, but Forsyth replied that the United states had 
"definitely formed lf the opinion "not to make the United states a 
party to any convention on the subject of the slave trade."19 
. 
The slave trade was 'both profitable and thriving in spite of 
the risks which masters and owners of ships frequently had to 
undergo. In 1840 an American naval officer said: 
Pedro Blanco and others engaged in this business say, 
that if they can save 1 vessel out of 3 from capture they 
find the trade profitable. This can easily be believed 
when slaves can be purchased at Gallinas [Africa] for less 
than $20 in trade, and sold for cash in Cuba for $350. A 
few months before I came on the coast the ship Venus took 
away from there a cargo of slaves, and landing in Cuba up-
wards of 800, by which she cleared $200,000, after payin$ 
for the vessel and her whole expenses during the voyage.~O 
The British now made a distinction between the right to 
visit and the right of search. The Americans protested against 
this new subtlety, at the very time that American cruisers 
19Porsyth to Vaughan, October 4, 1834, cited by Soulsby, 
The R i~t of JC8,rch, 45. 
20British F'oreign and state Papers 1840-41, 640-41, cited 
by SouIsby, 'rhe Eight 01' Search, 47. 
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commonly made such visits to ships in the Gulf of Mexico. 21 
In 1841 the Quintiple Treaty was formed between Great Britain, 
Austria, France (which did not ratify the treaty), Prussia and 
Russia. It had been protested by-Lewis Cass, then American mini-
ster to France. 22 Lord Aberdeen had expressly denied, according 
to Tyler's message to Congress, December 6, '1842, that the Brit-
ish squadrons would detain an American ship on the high sea even 
if it had a cargo of slaves aboard, but they wished only· to visit 
and inquire. Tyler regarded this as a new name for the old right 
search, and said that he had strongly opposed any concession 
. 
of such a right in his messa.ge of December 7 J 18l~1, and that the 
United states 1-1as able to resist the use of such a right. 
'debstel' and Ashburton \.jorked out the eighth article of the 
treaty which preserved the principles of the United states in 
regard to ships flying her flag, while it provided for squadrons 
of British and United States ships which would take separate but 
coordinated action against ships illegally using the flags of the 
respective nations to disguise slave ships. By treaties with 
other nations, the British could inspect ships flying flags of 
nations with whom she had .g,greements permitting search. 
In the negotiations between Webster and Ashburton there was 
early agreement (before May 12, 1842) on the substance of the 
21Sou13bY, The RiGht of Search, 72-73. 
221-1 iller, Treat ie s, TV, 438. 
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article. Hebster had agreed to have a joint force, the commanders 
of which would determine how to carry out operatiorts. He favored 
their cruising in couples--one of each nation--but they decided 
against allowing a ship of either nation to examine any suspect 
vessel to determine her national character. The eighth article 
provided that the American force was to carry not less than eighty 
guns. 23 Both parties agreed to bring suitable pressure to end 
this practice on the powers that allowed the market to operate on 
their territories. 
In his defense of the treaty, \{ebster quotes the American 
Minister to Berlin, Mr. Wheaton, vTho had written that this part of 
the treaty had a deciSive influence on Europe, and this was per-
haps the first time that anything American had had such an influ-
ence. France in 1845 was considering the ratification of the 
treaty with Britain and other European powers mentioned earlier 
in this chapter, that would have given Britain the right to in-
spect ships flying the French flag if there were reason to sus-
pect that they were slave ships. But the opposition was so great 
that they rejected the treaty and imitated the Americnn nrrange-
:nent. The solution was diplomatiC, not practical, and in the 
23Ibid., 439-4l. 
24",rebster, liThe Treaty of Washington," Writings and ::3peeches, 
IX, 143-145. 
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years that followed the treaty the fact still remained that the 
United states was the biggest importer in the illegal slave trade, 
for, according to the British consul in New York, one hundred and 
seventeen out of one hundred and seventy ships, between 1857 and 
1861, eventually sent their cargoes to t~e United States. 
The treaty obligations under article VIII were honored in 
theory, but in practice little was done on the coast by the Ameri-
cans, owing to the necessity of obtaining supplies at distant ports 
since the American government refused to establish a base in 
?r: Africa.-:J 
So far as Aberdeen was concerned, the right of visit was at an 
end, and risk of penalties faced any British commander who occa-
sionally, and on strong suspicion, stopped a ship bearing the 
American flag. 26 To an objection that the treaty did not renounce 
the right of search, Webster replied that it was no more suitable 
than to declare against the right of sacking our tmvns in time of 
peace. 27 
By 1858, the American patrol had so failed that the entire is-
sue came up again,28 and in 1862 the new attitude of the 
25Allen, Great Britain and The United States, 402. 
26soulsbY, The Right of Search, 103-105. 
27 I b·" , ~.  113· 
1H3. 
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~epub11can Party and the Civ11 War reversed the poliCY of John 
r\, A ~ 29 • ~ulncy oams, and a treaty was negotiated giving the right of 
search; it was under this treaty that the first person was hanged 
as an offender. 30 
29Ibid., 173-175. 
30Ibid., 10. 
• 
CHAPTER VI 
THE I CAROLINE t AND ""CREOLE t INCIDENTS 
E.ver since the American Revolution, Americans had believed, 
that the Canadians would soo~ break their ties with Great Britain 
~nd join the independent union that had been made by her neigh-
bors to the south. Many Americans wondered over the delay and, 
Islthough the union was never realized) it was not for lack of 
iagitations and disturbances~on both sides of the long border be-
tween the two territories. 
In 1837-1833, especially, there was a considerable recruiting 
of Americans from along the border region' to join in the battle 
for Canadian independence. Authorities of the states involved, 
and even of the federal government, were often sympathetic to 
the plans, and did not move to put a stop to these activities. 
At times, in fact, the official military supplies of an American 
state were used. l \'lilliam Hackenz ie, the leading Canadian advo-
ca.te of rebellion, came to Buffalo on December 11, 1837, to re-
cruit openly a "Patriotic Army" to help the Canadians gain 
lAlbert B. Corey, The CrisiS of 1830-1842 in Canadian-American 
Relations (New Haven, 1941), 39. 
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independence. The volunteers marched to Niagara Falls, and from 
there went by boat to Navy Island, which was Canadian terrltory. 
By December 26, f1ackenzie had a force of five hundred and twenty-
three, and later volunteers were reported to have reached a number 
between eight hundred and one thousand. Mackenzie made Rensse-
laer van Rensselaer, of Albany, the commander of this force. Ren-
If 
sselaer was most unsuited to this command. The forces were to be 
used as a part of a joint operation involving invasions of Toront0 
and Hamilton. They hoped that they would find little opposition 
and that the expedition 'Hould result in their taking over upper 
2e.nada. 
Canadian officials realized that Navy Island was not of much 
use to the and counted on United States' authorities 
to end the threat from American soil. The New York militia was 
too sympathetic to do anything, while the Federal forces were at 
a distance and were not authorized to take any action. As a re-
suIt nothing was done. 
Because of the need of a.dditional transportation from American 
territory to the forces on Navy Island, the 'Caroline ", a seven-
ty-one-foot, forty-six-ton American owned ship,2 was cut out of 
the ice at Buffalo and brought down the river to serve Navy Is-
land. This 'iolaS done by the owners on December 28, 1937. Before 
the ship was used, however, the British on the night of December 
2., 'l~ hl ..Ler, 1':rctJ.tics, TV, 
-9, sent an expedition to destroy the ship which they believed to 
be at Navy Island. Not finding it there, they crossed to Schlos-
ser, an American harbor, and there set fire to the 'Caroline', cut 
it loose into the current above Niagara Falls and thus, in the 
.-lOrds of Daniel Webster, committed IIher to a fate which fills the 
imagination with horror. "3 
One American was shot and killed that night. 4 The British 
minister said the,t it 'Has done by the British and he justified it 
·2,8 self-defense, but the British government made no apology, and 
offered no explanation. The Americans were very aroused over this 
incursion into their territory. In 1840 a British subject, Alex-
and~r NcLeod, in a saloon in the very region of New York where the 
incident had taken place, boasted that he had taken part in the 
British expedition, and had himself shot Durfree, the man killed. 
His boast, it seems probable, was as false as it was certainly 
foolish. He 'Ylas arrested for murder, and feelings ran very high 
in the region. He was bailed, but violence and mobs moved the 
court to recommit him to jail. 5 On March 12, 1841, FOX, the Brit-
ish minister,wrote that the British government, not the individu-
~l, was responsible, and whether the invasion was justified or 
31'lebster to Fox, April 24, 1841, Writings and Speeches, XI, 3)1. 
lJ, 
· ... lebster, liThe Treaty of Washington, 11 Writings and Speeches, 
IX, 117-120. 
5Ibid.,121. 
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I' not, the issue was one that must be settled on the international 
• level, between the two governments, and that the courts of the 
state of Nevl York had no right to act in the case. 6 General Ee.r-
rison, who was President for a month, agreed with the principle, 
and did not hold the sold ier responsible.; He held that l1cLeod 
was a soldier obeying orders that he had to obey. The Americl?n 
government informed the British that the Telease of the prisoner 
must be by the ordinary channels, that is, by a writ of habees 
corpus, or a nolle prosequi on the part of the state. 7 
Webster was very surprised when New York went ahead with the 
prosecution. The trial was conducted before the chief justice of 
New York State. The federal government could do nothing about it, 
but Webster admitted that the procedure was an offense to the 
British government. He supplied the defense with proof that the 
British accepted official responsibility.8 The situation was 
serious and could perhaps have led to war had the accused been 
convicted and' hanged. Webster had the private promise of Governor 
William H. Seward that if the accused was convicted he would in-
tervene to prevent execution. Fortunately, for lack of evidence, 
6Fox to Webster, f1arch 12, lS41, Writings and Speeches, XI, 
247-250. 
7v!ebster to Fox, April 24, lS41, Ibid., 250-262. 
8Webster to John J. Crittenden, Attorney-General of the 
United states, Narch 15, ISla, Ibid., 262-266. See also note on 
266. 
the man \Vas acquitted. Not long after this Congress passed an 
act 'vhich provided that, in such cases, the jurisdi<!tion would 
immediately be transferred to the courts of the United States. 9 
The British still maintained that the attack was justified. 
They said the state of Ne'lv York had failed, in such a way, to 
guard the storehouses containing the arms and ammunition, that 
only one explanation was pOSSible, and that because of this fail-
ure, cannon and arms were carried off openly in broad daylight. 
They said the partiCipants openly prepared the attack without 
interference, and engaged the steamboat, 'CarOline', which was 
cut out of the ice in the port of Buffalo, and used to transport 
r::.en, arlTls J 8.mmunition, C},nl provisions to Navy Island from the 
United States shore. ~hen e British force w~s stationed at Chip-
pewa to repel this danger, the commander judged that the destruc-
tLon of the 'Caroline' would thwart the scheme, and, expecting 
to find the 'Caroline' at Navy Island, which was British terri-
tory, he set out at night to destroy her, but finding the ship 
moored on the American shore, they went ahead with their mission.lO 
Hebster's reply to Fox's letter on McLeod, sent shortly after 
, John Tyler had become PreSident, objected to the Englishman's use 
9Text of law, !!An Act to provide further remedial justice in 
the Courts of the United states,!! August 29, 1842, Ibid., XI, 
267-268. 
lOWebster citing unidentified British source, "The Treaty of 
'!<)"'hiY'ln1-r,n II Ib'~(l IX 116 119 (' ~"')'O, _,,"--':::'0, " __ - _. 
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Qf the word 'pirates' to describe the American participants in 
• 
the fracas, saying that, although the British had permitted nat-
ionals to take part in various insurrections throughout the world, 
she would not want it to belsaid she had permitted them to take 
part in piracy. He objected to the use of the word'nermitted' 
. ~ 
in reference to the attitude of the state of New York. He told 
him that Britain must prove that every step in the destruction of 
the 'Caroline' was necessary, before the United States could ac-
cept the claim that the attack was justified by the necessities 
of the situation. ll 
The Bl'i 1:;isn governraent did not offer the :;;,pology which the 
Americ2,ns ·vlcnted. This i-le,S the situation in the following year 
..... lhen Ashburton carne to Washington, and Heb.ster wrote to Ashburton 
asking consideration of the case. 12 Ashburton replied the fol-
lowing day, July 28, 1842, that, although the case was not of 
such a nature as to be settled by a treaty or convention, it was 
connected with national dignity, and had given rise to excitements 
..... ;hich endangered the peace between the governments, and this, in 
spite of the official American willingness to accept the expl~nc­
tion offered. Ashburton admitted the principle of the inviol~-
bility of territory, excepting occasions when an f!overpoHering 
ll";iebster to Fox, April 24, 1842, Ibid .. , XI, 250-262. 
12,lebster to Ashburton, July 27, 1842, Ibl~., XI, 292. 
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'necessityll demands its suspension. He dwelt on the danger of the 
situation, and added that the British commander had no reason to 
expect the Americans to stop the invasion. Ashburton solemnly 
-
affirmed that neither the officer of the expedition, nor the 
government itself, intended disrespect to the United states. He 
added, lI[l]ooking back to what passed at this distance of time, 
what is, perhaps, most to be regretted is, that some explanation 
and apology for this occurrence was not immediately made. "13 He 
said that Her Majesty's government regretted that the incident 
disturbed the harmony betvleen the two nations. He closed with 
an inquiry as to whether the federal government was then in a 
w&te &u~hority &re not ~ersonally responsible for the acts of 
their government. 14 
vlebster '''rote that the President was satisfied with the 
reply of the British envoy on ,the 'Caroline' inCident, and added 
that Congress was considering a remedy for cases like the McLeod 
case, '''hich came about because of the peculiar relationship be-
tvleen the states and the national government .15 
The second ce.se concerning an AInerican ship involved ~he 
13Ashburton to \'Jebster, Ibid., XI, 300. 
l4 Ibid ., full letter, 294-301. 
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,brtg 'Creole' which had set sail from Hampton Roads, Virginia, on 
• October 27, 1841, 1-lith one hundred and thirty-five slaves, bound 
for New Orleans. This coastal slave traffic was legal in the 
United States. On November 7 some of the slaves mutinied and 
wounded several of the officers and killed a passenger. When the 
• 
, t slaves gained control of the ship they ordered the mate, who had 
, 
l 
'" 
taken over command after the captain was wounded, to bring the 
ship into Nassau in the British West Indies. The ship arrived 
there on November 9, 1841. 16 
In Nassau, the British were content with only punishing the 
guilty slaves by hanging, but, in spite of the protests of the 
Americen Consul, they freED. the remaining slaves, i>lhich action was 
in accordance with British law that freed all slaves once they 
reached British territory. 
Ne'l'ls of the mutiny had reached Great Britain before Ashbur-
ton left for Washington, but he received no instructions on how 
to act in the case. Everett, the American minister in London, 
presented an American protest to the British government. The 
formal reply from the Foreign Office commended the colonial of-
ficials for their conduct. Hhen news of the incident reached 
Washington, Webster and Ashburton agreed not to 'allow it to be-
l Gome :lublic because it 1,Jould arouse American public opinion .17 
17p,Q f'rr'.S, llLo:::'d !'..shburton 2,nd the Treaty of Hashlneton," I Americ[m h·;.c".QYic'"1 RevLc'W, ",'VII, 1912 , Tl3· 
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Webster wrote a long letter to Ashburton stressing the 
American interpretation of the rights of a ship in ~ort, and the 
duties of any nation whose porta ship in distress should be 
forced to visit. In such cases·--the la"l-1 of the nation whose flag 
,vas flo~m should apply, and since slavery was legal in the 
southern states of the United States, there should have been no 
interference by the British with the status of persons aboard. 
storms may often drive a ship into the Bahamas, and there should 
be an understanding on ships' rights. 18 
A~hburton replied that although he did not agree entirely 
':lith l1ebster, he \·lould engage thB,t instructions be given to the 
governors of the British southern colonies that there Il shall bp 
no officious interference with American vessels driven by acci-
dent or by violence into those parts. rr19 Some time later a joint 
commission awarded $110,330.00. to the United states for the 
loss. of slave property.20 
lS,"[ebster to Ashburton, August 1, 1842, Writ ings and 
Speeches, XI, 303-313. 
19Ashburton to Webster, Ibid., 313. 
20Bail ey , Diplomatic History, 226. 
• 
CHAPTER VII 
, CONCLUSION 
After the agreement on the Northeastern Boundary, negotia-
tions went along smoothly, and the method of informal discussion 
thct had been used by Webster and Ashburton to decide the Maine 
boundary question v12>s used throughout the remaining weeks of their 
negotiations. As a result there are no records of their meetings 
lend few fc~mal csm~uniC2~ion3. The articles agreed upon were 
; 
I~~~~n ~~ ~n~o ~~Q se;s~a~e ins~r~~en~s. ?he firs~ ~2S a trea~y 
that contained all of the boundary matters and the 'Second w.?s a. 
convention concerning extrc~dition and the sla,ve trG.de. On August 
9, 1842 the two documents were signed by the negotiators. Ash-
burton sent two copies of the original to England. 
On August 10, it was decided to put the two parts of the 
agreement into one treaty. Ashburton indicated to Lord Aberdeen 
~hat it was Tyler's idea that th~s be 1 d.Jne.-
of the agreements into one instrument would, it was felt, be mere 
likely to gain support in the United States Senate. Accordingly, 
the single treaty was Signed by both plenipotentiaries under d~te 
of August 9, 1842, the day on ~hich the original instruments were 
lr';l"l"ller 'r""en';';c'" TIT 375 , ;,...-t:_ ... v.J--V, .LV, • 
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'signed, 
President Tyler submitted the treaty to the Sen~te on August 
11, with a message to the Senate accompanying the treaty written 
by his Secretary of State. Tyler listed the papers he submitted 
to the Senate under these four headings: 
1. The Treaty 
2. The Correspondence on the Rights of Ships Driven into Port 
by Storm or Mutiny. 
3. The Correspondence on the 'Caroline', 
4. The Correspondence on Impressment. 
From these headings it can be seen that the Administration 
wented ~o Give spc8ial stress to the satisfactory exchange of 
correspondence on v2,riot.;,s causes of friction bet'-leen the United 
::;.tates and GreG.t Britain. This stress on BritIsh Ylillinc;nC3G to 
show some regret over incidents that had hurt American nationnl 
pride was felt to be needed to gain the support of the Senate for 
the ratification of the treaty. Although he restated the justice 
of the Maine claims, the President nevertheless stressed the g~in3 
to the United States in settling the long disputed border issue. 2 
Lord Ashburton showed that he recognized and approved of the 
political use made of the correspondence when he wrote to the 
Foreign Secretary on August 9, 1842: 
'j , 2 J.'-b '_', d • } 393-39(). 
I 
r"----------------------------------------------------------------______ ~ 
I consider the motive for this proceeding to be the 
presentation of a general mass of popular correspondence 
to the senate .::.nd to the Dublic on the occasion ·of our 
treaty, and to this there~can on our part be no objection.3 
The treaty as a who~ was severely criticized by the Senate, 
but in spite of this opposition, the Senate, by a vote of thirty-
nine to nine, gave its advice and consent to the exchange of 
ratifications. 4 
Reactions to the treaty, both here and in Great Britain were 
mixed. In England, George William Featherstonhaugh, a British 
8urveyor who had made a survey of the disputed Northeastern Boun-
dary for the British in 1839, I"rote a book defending the treaty. 
He reflected the attitude of the greater portion of those vIho hEd 
been interested in the problem over the years when he said the 
treaty I·ms fair to both sides. 5 From September 19 to October 3, 
1842 The London Morning Chronicle carried a series of articles 
on the treaty, attributed to Lord palmerston. Palmerston referred 
to the·treaty as I!The Ashburton Capitulation. 1f6 He stubbornly 
he·ld out for the old British claims and succeeded in getting con'-
siderable public support. The Liberals, in opposition to the 
3 I bid., 477. 
4Moore, International Arbitrations, I, 154. 
5George William Featherstonhaugh, Observations on the Tr~?ty 
of " .. :E,shinston 5~gned August 9, 1842 (London, 1043).---
,.. 
Q "Lord palmers 'Con on the Trec~ty of Yla~hinG'con, If p~_r.1phlet com-
.piled frorn. art icles in The Lor..do~ IfJornlnp, Chronic le (no (1:' to), le::. 
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'rories, supported the treaty in speeches in Parliament. It was 
not long before British popular support became gen~ral, due to 
the relaxing of tensions that followed its conclusion. Lord 
Ashburton wrote: 
It is a subject upon which little enthusiasm can be 
expected. The truth is that our cous~nJonathan is an 
aggressive, arrogant fellow in his manner.- ..• by 
nearly all our people he is therefore hated and a trea.ty 
of conciliation with such a fellow, however considered 
by prudence or policy to be necessary, can in no case 
be very popular '.>lith the multitude. Even my own friends 
and masters ,yho employed me are somevlhatafraid of show-
ing too much satisfaction with what they do not hesitate 
to approve. 7 
Most people in the United states showed satisfaction with the 
treaty, realizing that it meant the end of a long disagreement, 
and, although strict justice would have awarded to Maine much 
more of the territory than she received, nonetheless it was 
realized thHt the passing of the crisis and the nei,' ha.rmony pre-
vailing between the United states and Grea,t Britain and Canada 
was worth the sacrifice. 8 
For Canada the treaty meant the cessation of border incidents 
and of danger of war. 9 This meant that Canada could develop as a 
separate part of North America without mistrust of the motives of 
7Keenleyside, Canada and the United States, citing Adams 
quot'ing Ashburton to Crocker, November 25, 1842, 185., 
8Ibid ., 186. 
9Corey, The Crisis of 1830-1842, 181. 
1er much more powerful neighbor. Although Peel stated that nine-
tenths of the Canadian papers supported the treaty,lO there was 
considerable Loyalist sentiment in the Eastern British provinces. 
H'rom the outset there arose the persisting opinion that Canadian 
interests had been sacrificed by the British to appease the United 
ptates. ll 
Ashburton returned to England after being acclaimed in the 
i United states for his role in concluding the treaty, and on April I 7, 1843, Lord Brougham moved a vote of thanks to Ashburton in the 
'1 ftiouse of Lords. It was carried unanimously; in Commons it was 
, t" 
~ ~". 
: passed 238 to 96, although Palmerston maintained that such a vote 
~? 
of thanlcs would lower Britain in the estimation of the world . .L~ 
Dsniel Webster paid a heevy price for the role he played in 
the negotiations. In his determination to stay in Tyler's Cebinet 
in spite of the relentless opposition to the President from fellow 
':Thigs, one of the chief motives was to settle the long standing 
disagreement i-lith the British. In this high purpose De,niel Web-
ster succeeded, but his hopes for the Hhig nomination for fr0:':l-
dency were dashed by those who could scc only tha t he lwd bl'l,lkctl 
party discipline to stand by a man whom they despised. Altho~gh 
lODudley fUlls, "British Diplomacy and Canada--The Ashburton 
rrreatY,f! 1!nited Empire, n.s. II, 1911,695. 
Ilt\:eenleyside, The Crisis of 1830':'_~842J 186. 
12.,1 ills, flBri t ish Diplomacy, " ,United Empire, II J 6S5. 
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his enemies spree,d ugly rumors about his public and p~ivate life, 
and the remaining decade of his life brought many personal frus-
trations and sorrows, Webster, by his role in the negotiating of 
the treaty that has come to bear his name, made a greater contri-
bution to his country's well-being'than many men who have held 
. 
that one high office he so desired but never attained. 
Far beyond the actual issues solved by the treaty, it effected 
e very considerable chanGe in the relationships between the 
United States and Great Britain, particularly with regard to 
Cane,d.B.. Both J:,r;e United ste,tes and the British who were govern-
ing Canada came to see that negotiations, not hot-headedness and 
jingoism, could work out solutions to the conflicts of interest 
that 'Here bound to arise occasionally between two nations of 
different traditions sharing an extensive frontier. 
The 1.'iebster-Ashburton Treaty established traditions in United 
0tates-Canadian relations that have become the basis for more 
than a century of harmonious relationships between the two nations 
This generally good relationship survived ,the American Civil "\{ar 
and the transition of Canada from a territory administered from 
London to an independent nation in the loosely federated British 
Commonwealth of Nations. 
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